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Huge blaze forms
from dumped
building materials
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MSU Relations
A community holiday reception is being hosted by DT. Randy
Dunn in his home. Oakhurst, on Murray State University's campus. The reception will be held on Thursday from 4-6 p.m.
All community members are invited to attend.
Dunn, who recently took office as Murray State's president,
is eager to meet the citizens of Murray and Calloway County.
"Folks in the community have been so welcoming to me over
these past few weeks that I'm looking forward to the opportunity to pay hack the favor — and renew a tradition from President
Deno Curris that I think is a great one," Dunn said.
In addition to the opportunity to get to know President Dunn.
visitors to Oakhurst will be treated to entertainment provided by
music faculty Stephen Brown, piano; Stephanie Rea. flute: and
Sonya Baker, voice.
Oakhurst is located on Main Street between 15th and 16th
streets, west of Sparks Hall. Parking is available in the lot
behind Oakhurst (the entrance is on 16th Street, just around the
corner from Oakhurst).
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By ERIC WALKER
Editor
The holidays got a little
brighter for some lucky children, courtesy of some local students, groups from Murray State
University, and the memory of
someone who wanted to spread
a little extra cheer.
Students at Murray Middle
School. the Ag Leadership
Council at MSU, as well as the
Student
university's
Government Association and Ag
Business Club. collected more
than 600 toys and raised some
$500-plus for Toys for Tots.
The effort was to provide
some Christmas gifts for numerous boys and girls in the
Murray-Calloway County community. plus honor one of their
mentors — Dr. Kenneth
Bowman.
Bowman, 47, passed away
Oct. I. He was a professor with
Murray State's School of
Agriculture and was very active
in student and professional life
on campus as a former residenfor
college
head
tial
College,
Springer/Franklin
Roads Scholar captain and chair
Research
Policy
of the
Committee, among other things.
According to Bowman's
widow, Chris Bowman, education and children were two areas
close to both their hearts.
"He and I were involved in
education and children are

MI See Page 2A

Hazel businesses
file complaint
about donation
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
HAZEL, Ky. — Hazel businessman Ray Gough and five
others have filed a complaint
with the city's newly -appointed
ethics conunittee claiming that
the Hazel City Commission
acted improperly in donating
$500 to the Save Hazel
Committee to fight the dissolution of the city.
Gough, who is joined in tiling the complaint by Hazel business owners Crystal Green, Jill
Niesen, Steve Givens and John
and Judy Hartman, SAO
Thursday that he is seeking the
committee's decision concern-

ing whether city commissioners
Nancy Mieure, Pat Latimer,
Lon Charlton and Linda
Harding and Hazel Mayor
Harold Pittnum siolated city
ethics regulations in donating
the funds.
The group is claiming a Lon
filet of interest. breach of publiL
trust, misuse of public money
and use of public money for personal financial gain in the corn
mission's allocation of funds to
the committee of which %cure
was chairperson.
The Save Hazel Committee
was registered
with the

•See Page 2A

ERIC wALKERkeeleier & Times
Students at Murray Middle School and venous groups at Murray State University associated
with the School of Agnculture display toys collected for area children in honor of the late Dr
Kenneth Bowman. Also pictured is Di. Bowman's wile, Chris Bowman an assistant principal
at MMS (standing, far nght).
Learning ot the Bowmans:
important to us." Bowman. the help give some area children a
assistant principal at MMS. bigger smile come Chnsmias support of helping children and
families and Toys for Tots.
explained. "Both of us were morning.
"We wanted to give hack." MS11's Ag Leadership Council.
from large families and knew it
SGA and Ag Business Club
was difficult sometimes to pm- Mrs. Bowman added
That sentiment was also tell began collecting toys and funds
vide for everyone."
That knowledge - and love by members ot Murray State's
-- ushered in their passion to agnculturr community, too.
II See Page 2A
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spokesman Chuck Wolfe stud
this morrung that officials frau!
the Division of Alf Quality and
Division of Waste Mariagemad
also responded to the wend
Saturday evening.
CCFR Chief Greg Chen";
said firefighters dumped mord
than 50,000 gallons of water --4
including some of which wai
hauled from Kentucky Lake —
on the blaze
The exact cause of the fire is
still being insestigated
"I think they were intending
on covering it up with dirt."
Cherry said." It was an illegal fire because you can't bum
material like that. You can't tear

Toy collection honors late professor

Holiday reception
planned at home
of MSU president

Tuesday

r'

Ledger & Times
MSU DECEMBER GRADUATION: August and
December graduates filled
the floor at the Regional
Special Events Center
while others packed into
the seats to watch the
annual winter commencement on Saturday. Before
the ceremony a group of
girls huddled together for a
photo in the RSEC lobby.
as seen in the bottom picture. Other photos can be
seen on page 10A inside
today's Ledger & Times.
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Materials and chemicals
caught on fire Saturday evening
after the debris of a storage
structure that was torn down
near Industrial Road was disposed at a landfill on Ky. 121
South
Calloway County FireRescue responded to the fire
about 6 p.m. Saturday after the
building materials were dumped
in the gully on Ky. 121 South
near New Mt. Cannel Baptist
Church.
CCFR was on the scene for
about five hours with eight
trucks and 21 firefighters.
Kentucky Environmental and
Public Protection Cabinet
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needs.
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11 Blaze ...
From Front
a building down and burn it like
that. It had shingles and other
things in it."
The storage building sat off
Main Street and Ky. 94 East
near Industrial Road and was
owned by Agrium. Calloway
County's
Swift
Dale
Environmental was the private
contractor responsible for tearing dOwn the storage building,
according to the demolition permit filed with the City of
Murray. The property, which
has a West Railroad Avenue
address, used to be part of
Royster Clark.
Once the building was taken
Excavating
down, Parker
hauled off the remains to its
landfill. Bruce Parker said this
morning that the fire was contained and nothing else in his
landfill caught on fire after the
chemicals apparently reacted
with other materials.
Local and state officials are
continuing an investigation.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

LIVE NATIVITY: With wise men bearing gifts, hovering angels, doting shepherds and a
reverent Mary and Joseph, members of the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church depict the birth of Jesus Christ dunng a live nativity Saturday and Sunday evening
at Murray-Calloway County Central Park. The event, along with the Park's "Festival of
Lights" display, drew bumper to bumper traffic from those wanting to view the nativity
scene and enjoy dozens of Chnstmas lighting displays.

•Complaint

Town Crier
NOTICE
IN The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hall. The
agenda includes discussion
of possible text amendments
pertaining to residential
planned development projects.
la The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
hall. The agenda
city
includes two reviews of conditional use permits, a public
hearing for a conditional use
permit to allow a home occupation at 1502 Sycamore St.,
variance
a dimensional
request to allow an accessory structure in the side yard
of 2185 U.S. 641 North and a
request to use additional
signs at 200C N. 12th St.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

From Front
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance as a politicial issues
entitity and comprised a group
of Hazel residents and business
owners opposed to a move by
Gough and 74 signers of a petition to unincorporate the City of
Hazel during the November
General Election. The committee posted signs urging voters to
vote "No" on the referendum
and provided printed information to voters during the annual
Hazel Celebration and the period leading up to the election.
The question of whether
Hazel voters wanted to dissolve
city government was defeated
by a vote of 138 to 20.
Gough, who is not a resident
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Murray Police Department
Poplar St. was report• Criminal mischief to ornaments at 704
ed at 11:53 a.m. Friday.
Kroger
• A gas dnve-off was reported at 10:14 p.m. Friday at
Fuel.
was reported on
• Criminal mischief involving juvenile subjects
Oakhill Court at 10:25 p.m. Friday. Extra patrol was requested
for the Oakhill Court/Fleetwood Drive area.
10:36 p.m.
• An officer was at 1422 Stadium View Dove at
break-in.
a
Friday in reference to
• Bnan Schuictt, 21. and Paul Pitt Jr., 25. were arrested after a
traffic stop at 12th Street and Glendale Road. Schuldt was
charged with first-offense driving under the influence, possession of a controlled substance (cocaine) and speeding. Pitt was
charged with possession of a controlled substance (cocaine)
and alcohol intoxication.
• An injury crash was reported on North 12th Street in front of
Captain D's at 12:02 p.m. Saturday.
• A gas drive-off was reported at Lakeway Convenience Store
at 5:59 p.m. Saturday.
• Juveniles were reported setting fire to Iuminanes in the 1200
block of Olive Boulevard at 9:01 p.m. Saturday.
• Someone came into the station at 9:16 p.m. Saturday to
report chminal mischief.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 504 S. Eighth St. at 2:57
p.m. Sunday.
• A burglary was reported at 1104 Doran Road at 9:19 p.m.
Sunday.
Murray Flre Department
• A barn was on fire at 12:20 a.m. Sunday at 1109 Olive St.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

• ••

of Hazel but filed the complaint
as a city taxpayer, told the
Murray Ledger & Times that he
had given a copy of the document and a letter explaining the
action to Pittman. He also provided a copy of both correspondences to the newspaper.
"We feel what the Hazel
mayor and commissioners have
done in regard to using taxpayer
dollars and their official capacity to campaign for an election
issue that they financially benefit from is very wrong and
undermines the system," Gough
said."We just want the money to
go back to the general fund
where it belongs so it can be
spent properly, and to hold our
trusted officials accountable
now and in the future for proper
appropriation of our money."
In the letter, the complainants
also said they were concerned
that members of the ethics committee might also have a conflict
of interest concerning the issue.
"As you are aware, you chose
this committee after we
informed you that we wished to
make a complaint involving tax
dollars out of the city's general
fund being used to fund the Save
Hazel Committee. Even though
the three people you chose are
outstanding citizens, they were

however strong supporters of
the Save Hazel Committee's
efforts, which could pose to be a
conflict of interest for them and
an unfair decision for us,"
Gough told Pittman in the letter.
"However, with very little
choice but to go ahead and file
our complaint with this Ethics
Committee, we will go ahead
and do so unless you can think
of a fair solution to deal with
this conflict of interest problem.
We just wanted to put you on
notice of our objection and are
hoping to get a recommendation
along with preserving our right
to appeal."
When contacted last last
week, Mieure said she is sure
the commission did nothing
wrong.
"I have not been officially
notified of the complaint; however I am confident that I as well
as the other commissioners, the
mayor and the City of Hazel will
be absolved of any wrongdoing; ethically or legally," she
said.
Gough first made his complaint to the commission during
an October meeting during
which he also pointed out that
the city did not have a required
ethics committee to which he
could file his complaint.

"Do I understand this correctly?" Gough asked. "This commission made a donation out of
the general fund on behalf of the
city in the amount of $500 to a
political issues committee that
Commissioner Nancy Mieure
has a personal interest in and is a
part of?"
Mieure told Gough during
the meeting that the commission
had contacted the Kentucky
League of Cities legal office for
advice on the matter before
making the donation and was
told that the action was legal.
Attorney J.D. Cheney, a legal
advisor for the Kentucky
League of Cities legal office,
said this morning that the Hazel
City Commission would not
have violated any law had it
used the funds in its own name
for the same purpose; therefore
the commission did not violate
the law in allocating the funds to
an outside source for the same
reason.
"Absolutely it is legal,"
Cheney said. "They would have
acted in accordance with
Section 171 of the Kentucky
Constitution in allocating public
money for a public purpose. By
their action of giving the money
to an outside source to perform
the same action, they acted in

the same way they would have
should they have paid a pnvate
contractor to do some construction or any other type of work
for the city which is completely
legal."
Mieure explained that her
participation on the Save Hazel
Committee was as a private citizen of Hazel and not in her official capacity as a commissioner:
however she later resigned from
the committee saying she did
not wish there to be an appearance of impropriety connected
to the allocation of funds.
During the October meeting.
Mieure formally proposed the
appointment of an ethics committee that would look into the
issue and keep the commission
in compliance with city ordinances.
Later, Pittman appointed —
and the commission approved
— Hazel residents Rita Emery,
Deane Frederick and Betty Kell
to an ethics board. Kell said
Thursday afternoon that committee members were not yet
aware that there was an issue for
the board to consider so a date,
time and place for a meeting to
consider Gough's complaint has
not been set as of this morning.
Frederick and Emery could not
be contacted for comment.
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We are proud to serve
this community and truly
appreciate your trust in us.

UP
THE
LIGHTING
NIGHT: Olivia Butterworth
helps her father, Jeff, set
up luminaries Saturday
afternoon at their home
on Crossfield Dhve located in the Crossfield subdivision. Butterworth and
most of his neighbors lit
up the night with luminaries that dunng neighborhood-wide effort to spread
the holiday spirit. Later in
the evening, luminaries
placed decorated with
cut-out stars light up the
driveway leading to the
front door of Sheila
on
home
Lamkin's
Birchwood Drive just
down the street from the
Butterworth home. Those
traveling along Olive
Street Saturday evening
were also greeted with
hundreds of luminaries
that lined both lanes of
traffic during the same
time period.

v•

May the coming
season bring peace
and contentment for
you and your loved ones.
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•
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Terry & Karen Isaacs — Owners

Staff
Mike Garland
leremy Grogan
Tim Palmer
Dallas Willoughby

201

Don Wells
Ben Washam
Adam Nance
Jonathan Marcum
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From Front
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to honor their former teacher
and friend.
But they wanted to go
beyond their school.
"We knew this meant a great
deal to (Dr. Bowman)," said
Joel Perkins, the university
affairs chair for SGA at Murray
State and ag business student
from Chatham. Ill. "We wanted
to take this campus-wide and
we want to do this every year."

"We just dove in head first."
added Emily Bridges. a senior
ag business major from Cadiz,
Ky.
And the efforts moved
beyond the campus of Murray
State University. Students at
Murray Middle School got
involved in the project as a testimony to their assistant pnncipal. as well.
All of the groups' work and
dedication left Mrs Bowman
speechless and emotional when

the collected items were delivered to MMS Friday morning.
"Their effort ... I'm a t a loss
for what to say," she said holding back tears. "It's their love of
Ken and children."
The toys were to be taken to
family resource centers for both
and
Murray
Independent
Calloway County school districts and distributed to children
in the Murray-Calloway County
area •

STATE/ LOCAL
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Despite surgery, woman graduates early
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Neighbors of minimum-security
Prison worried about escapes
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) ----- Some neighbors who live near a
minimum -security prison in Lexington say they are worried about
the high rate of escapes as new residents move into to the developing area.
Since 2001, a total of 49 inmates have escaped from Blackburn
Correctional Complex, which holds nearly 600.'Four have walked
away from the state prison this year, down from 12 in 2005. Most of
the escaped convicts are caught, prison official said.
One neighbor. Jim Lail, said he has had two vehicles stolen from
his property and said inmates were to blame for both of the thefts.
Lad said he worries when he looks at the sprawl of new homes
that continues to blossom in north Lexington's Lecstown Road area.
-They've created a situation where it's just a matter of time until
someone gets hurt,- Lail said.
The prison sits in a fast-growing pocket of Fayette County bordered by Interstate 64 and a booming subdivision. A 6-foot privacy
fence separates the prison grounds from more than 40 acres of land
where homes will he built

Hospital staff learns about special
needs of Amish, Mennonites
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LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) -- Stall members at Kentucky
Children's Hospital are learning about the special needs of Amish
and Mennonite patients.
Teresa Phillips, a former registered nurse and former Amish and
Mennonite convert, rttgently told pediatric nurses at the hospital
about steps they could take to make those families more comfortable
in the hospital.
The session was videotaped and will soon be made available for
University of Kentucky staff to watch.
Phillips said a deadly Oct. 2 school shooting at a Lancaster
County Amish school in Pennsylvania prompted her to suggest the
training idea to UK staff. Five young Amish girls were killed and
five were injured.
-After the school shooting. I knew this could happen anywhere,"
Phillips said.
Phillips. 37, once lived and taught at an Amish school in
Lancaster County. Pa., so the event struck close to home. She traveled to Lancaster County for about a week after the shootings to
offer what help she could.

Violinist still recovering from
Christmas beating
NEWPORT. Ky.(API -- After spending most of the last year in
a coma, a northern Kentucky musician nearly beaten to death last
Christmas Eve has once again begun to speak.
Now, investigators hope physicians and therapists can help violinist Art Weinberg get to a point where he can tell police what happened that cold December evening, when he was found unconscious
near his home.
Investigators said they believe a 32-year-old felon who repeatedly made charges on Weinberg's credit card is the man who assaulted him. Last August. that man, Samuel B. Spencer was convicted on
the credit card offense and sentenced to six years in prison.
While Spencer remains jailed at the Marion Adjustment Center
near Lebanon. Ky.. investigators have remained hopeful that
Weinberg would regain consciousness and confirm whether Spencer
was his attacker.
Even though the musician's condition has improved, police say
he still needs many hours of therapy to regain his speech and other
abilities. Doctors have told police that it will take something of a
miracle for Weinberg to remember the attack.

Teen charged in puppy case
HENDERSON. Ky.(AP)- A several pair of boot laces and
western Kentucky teenager was "hog-tied the puppy. "The way
charged with misdemeanor ani- they had him tied, I don't see
mal cruelty in the case of a 3- how he could move, or breathe.'
Animal Control Officer Mark
month-old puppy found tied up
and left in the middle of a road. Oakley told the newspaper the
Allen Frederick, 18, of man who bred the pup came to
Henderson, was arrested Friday the shelter with pictures of the
and charged with second-degree dog and provided information
animal cruelty, The Gleaner of that led to Frederick.
The story generated interest
Henderson reported. He was
being held on $2,500 bond in across the state, Oakley said.
County "We've had 56 calls (Friday)
Henderson
the
from people wanting to take him
Detention Center.
A truck driver found the pup, and just making sure he's OK,"
since named Lucky, on a rural he said.
Oakley said Lucky is recovroad Tuesday. Trucker John
Long said someone had taken ering and will live with Long.

PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) - A
western Kentucky woman was
on track to graduate from college in less than three years
when she started experiencing
severe pain in her right side.
At first. Ahslui Bobo tried to
ignore it, but the 20-year-old
Paducah woman eventually
sought medical attention and
found out she needed surgery to
remove a potentially fatal blood
clot.
Doctors cautioned Bobo that
she should take things slowly
when returning to school — but
she other plans. She returned to
Murray State University 20 days
after her ordeal began and graduated Saturday with a degree in
international affairs and corn
laude honors after 2 1/2 years of
study.
Bobo's ordeal started on the
final day of her two-week summer school class in abnormal
psychology. She didn't have
time to deal with the sudden
pain — especially with an
upcoming final exam.
AP
But she spent the night curled
Murray State senior Alisha Bobo. seen Dec 11. 2006. in Murray. Ky. graduated Saturday
up in the fetal position with a
high fever and her mother, after overcoming serious health problems. Bobo was on tracic to graduate from college in less
Libby Bobo. convinced her to than three years when she started experiencing severe pain in her nght side At first, she tned;"
go to the emergency room.
to ignore it, but the 20-year-old Paducah woman eventually sought medical attention and
'I thought I had appendici- found out she needed surgery to remove a potentially fatal blood clot She returned to Murray
tis,' Alisha Bobo said.
State University 20 days after her ordeal began and will graduate with a degree in internationA radiologist found someal affairs and cum laude honors after 2 1/2 years of study
thing fuzzy on a CT scan and
after more examinations, doc- this semester" Hobo said. 'It out
Ise alwa,,s been ser), vision, almost to A fault'
tors told them Alisha Bobo had a was the wa.s that I had it planned much a planner I have tunnel
blood clot in her infenor vena
cavil. the large vein that carries
blood from the lower half of the
(
TALS
9101 him
body to the heart.
She was transferred to
SOMliAine
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville. Tenn.. for
treatment. Two hours after being
admitted, she was on the operating table, and doctors began
breaking up a clot they
described as being as hard as
y
concrete.
As Alisha was being treated
REQUIRED
in Nashville, her grandmother.
Marjorie Ellis, was very sick in
a Paducah nursing home. Alisha
Bobo said she remembers telling
God that someone in her family
would die, either her or her
grandmother.
Serving You
Yew
Cascpuiss
Since 1955 With
if you are not finished with
Ouality Products
her, or if my mom and her sisters
Nardwa,
r
And Service
POWS
SUPPLY COMPANY
are not finished with her, it is
You Dese:ve
4
OK if you choose me," Alisha
Inc.
Bobo wrote in a paper submitted
200-206 E. Maori • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
as part of her law school admisHrs: NII-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.• www.mfurraysupply.rorq
sions package. But if you do let
me live, it is for my mom.
because I know that I brighten
her world, and I am not sure
what would happen to her if she
lost me.*
Her grandmother died while
she was in the hospital.
Although doctors told Bobo
to take things slowly after her
operation, she returned to school
20 days after her ordeal began.
Her professors have been
understanding. Bobo said. One
professor allowed her to do an
independent study, which Cut
down on the trips back and forth
between Murray and her mother's home in Paducah.
"I knew I was going to finish
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FORUM
Christmas came
early this year
FRANKFORT - Christmas
came early for Kentucky's
university presidents this
year.
They were disappointed in
April when
Gov. Ernie
Fletcher
vetoed
$370 million worth
of mostly
university
building
projects
contained
Agree & in the $18
billion
Not
By Todd Duvall 2006-2008
state budget
Syndicated
passed by
Columnist
the General
Assembly.
At the time, Fletcher said
he used his line-item veto
power to eliminate the projects because he was concerned the added debt even though it would be
university debt - would
affect adversely the state's
good credit rate.
Legislators who approved
the projects were most
unhappy, since they also
dawdled in approving the
budget so long they failed to
leave themselves an opportunity to vote to override
Fletcher's vetoes. And, of
course, the university presidents - with the exception
of UK President Lee Todd,
who got most of what he
wanted in the budget - were
even more unhappy.
That was eight long
months ago.
Suddenly, there is a budget surplus expected to
amount to nearly $280 million. Fletcher said last week
New York bond agencies
assured him Kentucky's good
credit was not in jeopardy.
And, of course. Fletcher
is running for re-election
next year in the political
battle of his career. Hundreds
of millions of dollars for
university projects will go
over well with tens of thousands of graduates from
those state universities.
Fletcher wasted no time
in cashing in on the political
plusses to be had from that
$279 million. He scheduled
public forums in four areas
of the state to hear how
people thought the extra
money ought to be spent.
But University of
Louisville President James
Ramsey, one of the biggest
losers to Fletcher's veto pen,
also wasted no time in saying publicly the surplus
ought to go to restoring the
axed projects to the current
budget.
Fletcher quickly agreed.
So. too, Senate President
David Williams and Speaker
of the House Jody Richards.

Everyone is on a bi-partisan
target to shower new and
renovated campus buildings
across the commonwealth.
Even Murray State University, which was nearly left
out entirely in the budgeted
projects, surely will get what
it wants now that Murray
businessman and state
Finance and Administration
Cabinet Secretary Robbie
Rudolph is Fletcher's running
mate for lieutenant governor.
Is all of this higher education largesse a bad use of
the budget surplus? No
investment in higher education is ever a bad thing in
Kentucky, and the debt service on the bonds to pay for
the vetoed projects won't
take up but a portion of the
surplus funds.
Of course, that debt service is a recurring budget
expense year after year until
the bonds are retired. An
economic downturn can erase
a budget surplus quickly, as
former Gov. Paul Patton discovered. but investors expect
to receive their checks quarterly. That's when other budgeted expenses have to be
cut to accommodate servicing
that on-going indebtedness.
And there's another debt
that Fletcher and legislators
ought to use some of the
surplus to pay down next
year. That debt is to the
retirement system for state
government employees.
Like a lot of private
employers, state government
has not been funding fully
the retirement system for
several years. And every
year that passes means that
underfunding grows greater
and greater, making it even
more expensive to catch up.
Unlike private employers,
who can dump their underfunded pension plans on a
federal guarantee agency.
state government cannot. The
pensions for tens of thousands of state government
workers must be paid out of
the General Fund if the
retirement system cannot pay
them.
But, again, 2007 is an
election year, and bright new
dormitories and research
facilities on university campuses are something voters
can see and candidates can
take credit for on the campaign trail. Depositing the
same money in an invisible
investment account for the
retirement system is not likely to generate standing ovations even among state
employees, who have only
the vaguest notion of the
extent of underfunding of
their pensions.
So it's an early Christmas
and the champagne is flowing in university clubs across
Kentucky.
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After Guantanamo
By ANDREW 0. SELSKY
Associated Press Wnter
The Pentagon called them
"among the most dangerous,
best-trained, vicious killers
on the face of the earth,"
sweeping them up after Sept.
11 and hauling them in
chains to a U.S. military
prison in southeastern Cuba.
Since then, hundreds of
the men have been transferred from Guantanamo Bay
to other countries, many of
them for "continued detention."
And then set free.
Decisions by more than a
dozen countries in the Middle East, Europe and South
Asia to release the former
Guantanamo detainees raise
questions about whether they
were really as dangerous as
the United States claimed, or
whether some of America's
staunchest allies have set terrorists and militants free.
The United States does
not systematically track what
happens to detainees once
they leave Guantanamo. the
U.S. State Department says.
Defense lawyers and human
rights groups say they know
of no centralized database.
although one group is
attempting to compile one.
When the Pentagon
announces a detainee has
been moved from Guantanamo. it gives his nationality but not his name, making
it difficult to track the
roughly 360 men released
since the detention center
opened in January 2002. The
Pentagon says detainees have
been sent to 26 countries.
But through interviews
with justice and police officials, detainees and their
families, and using reports
from human rights groups
and local media, The Associated Press was able to track
245 of those formerly held
at Guantanamo. The investigation, which spanned 17
countries, found:
—Once the detainees
arrived in other countries.
205 of the 245 were either
freed without being charged
or were cleared of charges
related to their detention at
Guantanamo. Forty either
stand charged with crimes or
continue to be detained.
—Only a tiny fraction of
transferred detainees have
been put on trial. The AP
identified 14 trials, in which
eight men were acquitted and
six are awaiting verdicts.
Two of the cases involving
acquittals — one in Kuwait.
one in Spain -- resulted in
convictions that were overturned on appeal.
- The Afghan government
has freed every one of the
more than 83 Afghans sent
home. Lawmaker Sibghatullah
Muiaddedi. the head of
Afghanistan's reconciliation
commission, said many were
innocent and wound up at
Guantanamo because of tribal

tody of other countries and
statements exonerating him."
or personal rivalries.
none should be released outAzmy said.
—At least 67 of 70 reparight.
proseGerman
October
In
triated Pakistanis are free
Azmy. the New Jersey
after spending a year in Adi- cutors said they found no
said the distinction
lawyer.
had
Kurnaz
that
evidence
ala Jail. A senior Pakistani
release and transfer
between
in
radicals
links to Islamic
Interior Ministry official said
is largely a fiction because
Pakistan or Afghanistan and
investigators determined that
recipient countries are under
formally dropped their invesmost had been "sold" for
no obligation to imprison the
tigation.
bounties to U.S. forces by
The United States
returnees.
insists
States
The United
Afghan warlords who inventthat the fact that so many of doesn't even ask them to.
ed links between the men
A senior U.S. State
the former detainees have
and al-Qaida. "We consider
them innocei,t," said the offi- been freed by other countries Department official ackno‘%1edged that -We do not ask
doesn't mean they weren't
cial. who declined to be
countries to detain them on
dangerous.
named because of the sensiour behalf, so when a decitivity of the issue.
"They were part of Talsion is made by a country
—All 29 detainees who
iban, al-Qaida, or associated
to move forward with an
forces that are engaged in
were repatriated to Britain,
investigation for prosecution.
Spain, Germany, Russia. Aus- hostilities against the United
that is something they have
tralia, Turkey, Denmark,
States or its coalition partto do pursuant to
decided
JefCmdr.
Maldives
the
Navy
and
said
ners,"
Bahrain
their own domestic lav.."
frey Gordon, a Pentagon
were freed, some within
Requesting anonymity
hours after being sent home
spokesman.
because she is not authorized
for "continued detention."
But Joshua Colangelo-to speak on the record. she
Some former detainees say Bryan, a lawyer representing
said about 15 former
they never intended to harm
several detainees, says the
detainees returned to the batthe United States and are
fact that hundreds of men
tlefield after being freed. The
bitter.
have been released into freedom belies their characteriza- Pentagon was unable to pro"I can't wash the three
vide details.
tion by Secretary of Defense
long years of pain, trouble
"That's the risk that goes
Donald Rumsfeld as "among
and humiliation from my
with transferring peoalong
bestdangerous,
most
the
Badarzaman
memory," said
trained, vicious killers on the ple out of Guantanamo." she
Badar, an Afghan who was
said. "It's not foolproof."
face of the earth."
freed in Pakistan. "It is like
Some former detainees
a cancer in my mind that
"After all, it would simply
still face the justice systems
be incredible to suggest that
makes me disturbed every
of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and
time I think of those terrible
the United States has volunFrance.
days."
tarily released such 'vicious
killers' or that such men had
Six Kuwaitis returned
Overall, about 165 Guanbeen miraculously reformed
from Guantanamo stood trial
tanamo detainees have been
at Guantanamo." Colangeloon terror-related charges.
transferred from Guantanamo
Bryan said.
Five were acquitted. and on
for "continued detention,"
Dec. 5 an appeals court
while about 200 were desigMohammed Aman, a 49overturned the conviction of
nated for immediate release.
year-old Afghan who
Some 420 detainees remain
describes himself as a former the sixth, Nasser al-Mutairi.
at the U.S. base in Cuba.
low-level member of the TalIn France, the trial of "is
iban, said he initially wasn't
transferred Guantanamo
Clive Stafford Smith. a
worried when U.S. troops
detainees has focused as
British-American attorney
much on the U.S. prison
representing several detainees, detained him.
camp as on their prosecution
said the AP's findings indi"I was relaxed because I
on charges of "criminal asso
was innocent," he said. "I
cate that innocent men were
jailed and that the term
was sure I would be freed. I ciation with a terrorist enter
prise."
"continued detention" is part
was always thinking that
of "a politically motivated
today or tomorrow I will be
Prosecutor Sonya Djemnifarce."
Wagner has requested light
"The Bush Administration
He spent three years at
sentences, saying she took
into account the defendants'
wants to be able to say that
Guantanamo until he was
these are dangerous terrorists
finally put on a plane at the
"arbitrary detention ... at a
who are going to be conbase, blindfolded and with
facility outside all legal
fined upon their release ...
headphones covering his ears. frameworks."
although there is no evidence When he made it back to
She is seeking one year
against many of them," he
his home in Malaik Khail,
in prison plus suspended sen
said.
Afghanistan, villagers
tences for five suspects and
streamed out to greet him,
When four Britons were
no sentence for the sixth, all
many weeping.
sent home from Guantanamo
of whom are currently free
in January 2005. Britain said
Detainees are held at
Their time already served
it would detain and investiGuantanamo Bay because a
behind bars in France should
gate them — then released
military panel classifies them
be counted toward their sen
them after only 18 hours.
as an "enemy combatant,"
tepees, she said, meaning
Five Britons repatriated earliwhich refers not only to
that even if convicted, nomer were also rapidly released
armed fighters but to anyone
would be locked up.
with no charges.
who aids enemy forces.
Every year, each gets a hearMurat Kurnaz, a GermanAndrew Selsky overser,
ing to determine whether he
born Turkish citizen, was
Ars coverage of Guanremains a security threat to
also quickly freed when he
tanamo Bay from his base Ic
the United States or has
was flown to Germany in
San Juan, Puerto Rico, and
intelligence value.
August. hound hand and
periodically visits there.
foot, after more than four
Using those hearings as
Among AP correspondents
years at Guantanamo
guidance, Deputy Secretary
who contributed to this ston
of Defense Gordon England
U.S. officials maintained
are Jason Straziuso in
decides whether to keep the
he was a member of alKabul. Afghanistan; Muni'
detainee at Guantanamo,
Qaida, based on what they
Ahmad in Islamabad. Pak
said was secret evidence. But release him, or send him to
istart: Riaz Khan in
his New Jersey-based lawyer, another country for detention. Peshawar, Pakistan: Angela
Baher Army, said he was
This year. through Nov.
()Wand in Paris and Dian.;
shown the classified evidence 20, he had ruled on 149
Elias in Kuwait City. The
and was shocked to find
prisoners. He decided that
AP s News Research Center
how unpersuasive it was.
106 should he held, 43
in New York also conshould be transferred to cus"It contains five or six
tributed.
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Russell W. Torben.
Russell W. Tatune, 84, Fort Worth, Texas, professor emeritus at
Murray State University and resident of Murray, Ky., for more than
sU years. died Wednesday, Dec. 13, 2006, in Fort Worth. Born and
raised in Indianapolis, Ind., he was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Elben A. Terhune.
Following high school, he completed his first year
at Indiana University before leaving to enlist and
.11ft served as a bombsite specialist with the 456th Bomb
Group with the U.S. Army Air Corps during World
War 11 in Italy. He was awarded the Bronze Star for his service during this time. Mr. Tedium completed his bachelor of arts and master of arts with a major in piano at Indiana University. He taught
piano and music theory at Murray State University for 28 years.
After retiring from teaching in 1977, he trained as an aviation
mechanic and attained an A & P certification.
He was married in August of 1945 to the former Margaret E.
Dillon. who died in November 2004 after 59 years of marriage. Also
preceding hitn in death were three sons. Dr. J. Nicholas Terhune,
rhOMAS Terhune and Matthew Terhune, and one brother. Elbert T.
Terhune.
Survivors include two sons, Daniel Terhune and wife, Cathenne.
Fort Worth. and Bryan Terhune and partner, Thomas, San Francisco,
Calif.; two daughters. Mrs. Rebecca Gay and husband. Joseph.
Sugar Land, Texas, and Dr. Penelope Louis and husband, Bill,
Houston, Texas; daughter-in-law, Mrs. Marjorie Tedium; one sister.
Mrs. Geraldine Dillon. Indianapolis; 12 grandchildren; one greatgrandson; numerous nieces and nephews. The funeral was Saturday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Hampton-Gentry Funeral Home,
Plainfield, Ind. Burial was fin the Center Friends Cemetery near
Plainfield.

Zelma Rumfeft
Zelma Rumfelt, 69. Elm Street, Murray. died Sunday. Dec. 17.
2006, at 1:44 p.m. at his home.J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

Easton Louis Litchfield
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Easton Louis Litchfield. 3, Pioneer Lane, Calvert City, died
Saturday, Dec. 16, 2006, at 4:20 p.m. at Kosair Children's Hospital,
Louisville.
Survivors include his parents, Lonnie and
Nancy Bobo Litchfield; one brother, Blake
Litchfield, Calvert City; grandparents, Louis and
Joyce Bobo, Calvert City. and Glen Dale and
Lou Nell Litchfield, Hardin.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev.
James Keeling will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Ferguson Springs Cemetery, Benton.
Litchfield Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Monday). Expressions of sympathy may
bc made to Ronald McDonald House. 550 S. First St., Louisville,
Ky., 40202.
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?Ars. Dorothy J. Moore
Mrs. Dorothy J. Moore, 82, Paducah, died Sunday. Dec. 17,
2006, at 4:30 a.m. at Parkview Nursing and Rehabilitation. Paducah.
She was a member of Highland Cumberland Presbyterian Church
and of the church women's group, Paducah. She was a graduate of
Water Valley High School.Her husband, Rev. L.E. Moore; one son,
Lan-!•r Moore; one daughter. Michelle Moore; and her parents.
Luther and Vernice Lawrence Smith. all preceded her in death.
Survivors include caregivers. Terry and Phyllis Tucker, Marlene
Wallace and Betty Rushing. The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in
the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner & On Funeral Home, Paducah.
Revs. Terry Vasseur, Wendell Ordway and Brian Hayes will officiate. Burial will follow in the Unity Church Cemetery, Hardin.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Highland Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. 3950 Lovelacevitle Road, Paducah. Ky.
42001.

Mrs. Jimette (Jimmie) Matheny Burch
The funeral for Mrs. Jimette (Jimmie) Matheny Burch was
Saturday at I p.m. in the chapel of Bowlin Funeral Home, Dresden,
Tenn. Bro. Jimy Allison officiated. Burial was in the Macks Grove
Cemetery near Dresden.
Mrs. 63, Buchanan, Tenn., died Thursday, Dec. 14, 2006, at her
home.A homemaker,she was a member of Mt. Sinai Baptist Church,
Buchanan. Born in Weakley County, Tenn.. she was the daughter of
the late James Madison and Irene Darnell Matheny. One grandson.
Samuel Scharping, and three sisters, Alphelia Allman. Omega
Tucker and Alene Winstead, all preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Herman Eugene Burch; four
daughters, Mrs. Annette Gallimore, Dresden, Tenn., Mrs. Betsy
McClure, Buchanan. Mrs. Regina Walters, Puryear. Tenn., and Mrs.
Jennifer Burch. Murray, Ky.; two sons, Frank Burch and Joe Burch,
both of Buchanan; five sisters. Mrs. Ruth Ann Williams. Martin.
Tenn., Mrs. Joyce Jolley and Mrs. Sue Kay Mansfield. both of
Dresden, Mrs. Mairene Vancleave, Union City. Tenn.. and Mrs.
Patsy Tucker, Lansing, Mich.; one brother, James Matheny,
Dresden. five grandchildren.

Roy Lee Todd
The memorial service for Roy Lee Todd was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home, Murray. Rev.
Mark Dillon officiated. Tapes of musical selections were played at
the service. Burial was in the McDaniel Cemetery in Calloway
County. Abbey-Riposta Funeral Home of Tallahassee. Fla., was in
charge of arrangements there.
Mr. Todd, 81. Tallahassee, died Wednesday. Dec. 13. 2006. at his
home.Mr. Todd was active at the Senior Citizens Center in
Tallahassee. With his love of music, he taught himself how to play
the mandolin and played several other instruments. Survivors
include his wife, Mrs. Meretta Todd, and one son. Vert Todd and
wife. Jennifer, all of Tallahassee.
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Search resumes today for two
missing climbers, one body found
HOOD RIVER. Ore.(AP)The discovery of a dead climber
in a snow cave up Mount Hood
brought a sad conclusion to a
long week of anxious optimism
in the search for three men on
the 11,239-toot mountain.
Family members had relied
on intense religious faith along
with confidence that the extensive mountaineering experience
of the tno would save them from
a week of blizzard storms and
single-digit temperatures that
kept search teams said helicopters at bay on the treacherous
north side of Oregon's highest
mountain.
The identity of the dead
climber was expected to be
released today after a recovery
team retrieved the body, said
Pete Hughes. of the Hood River
County shenff's office, the lead
agency in the search.
The body remained on the
mountain over night because
darkness made it too dangerous
to retrieve, he said.
Hughes said the search for
the two other climbers would
center on possible descent
AP
routes on Eliot Glacier and Scott Geiser, left, with the 125th Special Tactics Squad, and other rescuers waiting at Cloud
Cooper Spur, relatively lower Cap Inn watch the operations on the summit of Mount Hood after they heard of the
discovery
levels of the mountain, in case
of a body in a snow cave. Sunday near Hood River. Ore Rescuers looking tor three missing
the other two got down that far.
the climbers made a distress call last week.
"Eliot Glacier is real danger- climbers found a body in the area where one of
climber
had
dead
not
yet
been
authorities
said.
The
identified, said Pete Hughes, a spokesman
ous so we will do that by air
only," Hughes said Monday. for the Hood River County Sheriff's Office. The victim was believed to be one of the three miss"It's a bad avalanche area with ing climbers, authorities said.
crevasses. There are still people
had been intentionally laid out in been harsh since the three were
in crevasses that have never
a V-shape, which climbers often reporting missing. with heas),
been recovered."
use to indicate their location. snow and wind gusts of up to
Searchers found a snow cave
also was an Ice spike and 100 mph The snow stopped
There
Sunday near the spot located by
footprints, apparently headed up Saturday, but wind of up to 50
cell phone signals traced front
the mountain. said Sgt. Gerry mph blew the fresh snow, hamKelly James, 48, of Dallas. who
Tiffany, a spokesman for the penng visibility
made a four-minute call to his
Hood River County sheriff's
There has been no communifamily Dec. 10 just below the
office.
cation
since a week ago Sunday
summit.
75m,
0
Searchers dug through the when James made the cell phone
He told his family the climb- ,
r0
li
first cave to ensure no one was call, and none since the climb
ing party was in trouble and that
AP
there and took the equipment, began from Brian Hall. 37. also
SOURCE:
ESRI
the other two had headed back
which will be examined for of Dallas. or Jerry "Nikko"
down, apparently for help. He second cave.
clues.
The second cave with the Cooke, 36. of New York City.
may have been injured.
"We remain hopeful." said
Braitash said Sunday that the
The body was found in a sec- Capt. Mike Braibish, spokesman climber's body was found a
later.
families
short
time
gathered here had been
ond snow cave near the first. for the Oregon National Guard.
It was not immediately clear told that one fatality was conabout 300 feet below the sum- "We are going to still collect
mit. Rescuers found two ice information and pursue the res- which cave was occupied first, firmed but that there was no posor why or when the climber, or itive identitication
axes, a sleeping bag or pad and cue of the two other climbers."
climbers, decided to move from
"Our hearts are going out to
rope in the first. It was not
Near the first snow cave, helthe families nght now.- said
it.
known if any gear was in the icopters had spotted rope that
Weather conditions have Braibish.

100 poisoned by carbon monoxide during
storm-caused blackouts in Pacific Northwest
SEATTLE (AP) - About
100 people have been poisoned
by carbon monoxide produced
by generators and charcoal grills
used for warmth and light during
the widespread power outages
caused by a major storm in western Washington state.
One man died of inhaling the
colorless, odorless gas. At least
six other people were treated for
carbon monoxide poisoning in
Oregon.
"We're dealing with a carbon-monoxide epidemic in
western Washington," said Dr.
Neil Hampson of Virginia
Mason Medical Center, which
treated more than 55 people in
its hyperbaric chamber, where
pressure is used to force oxygen
into the blood.
"This has the potential to be
the worst case of carbon-

monoxide poisoning in the
country," Hampson said.
The region's worst windstorm in more than a decade
struck on Thursday, knocking
out power to more than 1.5 million homes and businesses.
Puget Sound Energy, the
state's largest private utility, listed about 280,000 customers still
without power Sunday. with°
Seattle City Light reporting
21,000 still blacked out and
Snohomish County Public
Utility District, north of Seattle,
said it had restored service to all
but 9,000 customers.
Gov. Chris Gregoire expanded an earlier disaster proclamation to cover the entire state,
freeing counties to spend money
necessary to help the victims.
The state National Guard was
also mobilized to help get fuel
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Lewis Daniel Hudspeth
The funeral for Lewis Daniel Hudspeth will be Tuesday at 11
a.m, in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev.
Henry Greer and Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7 p.m. today (Monday).
Mr. Hudspeth, 77. Murray. died Thursday. Dec.
14, 2006, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He
was a faithful member of Greater Hope Baptist
Church where he served on the deacon board, as
Sunday school superintendent and church choir
member. He was a key leader in the building project
of Greater Hope Church with Bro. Jerry Norsworthy and the Blood
River Baptist Builders Association. He was employed for 44 years
with the Murray Lumber Company and was an Army veteran of the
Korean Conflict. Born June 27. 1929. in Indianapolis. Ind., he-was
the son of the late William Hudspeth and Manic Bell Dixon
Hudspeth. Also preceding him in death were one son, Victor Allen
Hudspeth; one sister, Emma Bell Taylor; and one brother. Richard
Iludspeth.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Florence Kenley Hudspeth, to
whom he was manned Nov. 12, 1954; one daughter. Rosa Hudspeth.
and three sons, Danny Hudspeth and wife, Regina, David Hudspeth
and wife. Pam, and Lindsey Hudspeth. all of Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Margaret Perry and husband. Charles. and Mn. Thelma Miller
and husband, Woodrow. and two brothers. William and Donald
Hudspeth, all of Saginaw. Mich.. seven grandchildren. seven greatgrandchildren; several nieces and nephews
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and supplies to hard-hit areas.
In northern Nevada, residents
spent the day clearing away
snow and ice Sunday from a
storm a day earlier that innundated the area. There were more

than 100 crashes, and two Reno
children were injured Sunday
after sledding down a hillside
and colliding with a pickup.
police said.
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COMMUNITY
Assistance places requesting
donations to assist clients

Ladlesof theOaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club held their regular bridge play last Wednesday at the club.
Winners were Shirley Wade,
first place, and Jo Anne Auer,
second place.
Maxa Read served as hostess.
Bridge will not be played
Wednesday because of the holiday.
The ladies will play on Dec.
27 at 9:15 a.m. with Read as
hostess. To sign up, call Read
at 753-5178.

Merryman House Domestk Crisis Center and the Gentry House Homeless Shelter, both of Murray, are partnering up and
asking for help with items needed to assist
clients that have been misplaced from their
permanent homes. Many of these individuals have children.
Current Items needed are towels, wash
cloths, kitchen trash bags. toilet paper,
paper towels, hair conditioner, cleaning supplies and old cell phones.
Jo's
may be taken to Merryman House
Datebook at Items
629 Broad St. Ext. or Gentry House at
By Jo Burkeen
716 Nash Dr., between the hours of 8 a.m.
Community
and 3 p.m., Monday through Friday. Both
Editor
offices are United Way agencies and are
located across from each other.
For more information call 759-2373 or 753-5000, ext.
306.

Committee meeting today

Photo provided
FAMILY READING NIGHT:
Calloway County's North
Elementary School's Title I
Program hosted a Family
Reading Night recently.
Pictured in the top photo are
some of the more than 350
people who came to the
school to participate in literacy activities, shop at the
scholastic book fair and
enjoy a spaghetti dinner.
Shown in the side photo are
North Elementary student
Billie Shay Turner reading
grandmother,
her
with
Cyndy Satterwhite.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Anima Peeler
This has been a week where we don't
know if were coming or going or who's
coming or going' We've had so many
wonderful groups come and present their
Chnstmas programs for us. We started the
week off with =LUC by Laura Vinson
which we always enjoy. On Tuesday
Roxann Kaler came with her !Leff and
nephews Joshua (12), Nicholas (10),
Elijah (8)and Alyssa(4) They played the
banjo, the guitar, the piano and even
Alyssa played a tiny violin We may have
another Isaacs group growing up here in
our own community
1st Methodist Youth Group and Murray
Middle School choir came on
Wednesday, Poplar Spnngs church choir
on Thursday and Calloway County High
School choir on Friday morning. I was so
excited the school has didn't even ho our
canopy!
We topped the week off with Sandra
Stone's Dance students on Saturday
We certainly appreciate all of these
groups and churches bringing their
Christmas programs to us
We base been so blessed with wonderful
warm weather that we've almost finished
our Christmas shopping. Now were sitting back and relaxing with all of these
wonderful groups
Margaret Owens, Viva Ellis, Lola Starks
and Polly Erwin won the pnzes for the
best decorated apartment doors. There
were so many beautiful doors. it was difficult to pick Just four,
I can't believe Christmas is only a week
away We think we've all been good this
year and our stockings are hung. Now we
are anxiously watching for the big guy in
thc red suit
...Nothing else looks
but we come close

or feels like home

84 Ltterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone- 1:1-0, "54-8-00 • 1-888-231-5014

Murray AA gives schedule

C

s
'
Theatre
14-4AA1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD INN DEC 19
SHOWNMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Murray AA gives schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 6151 South 12th St. in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank. The reg-

ular schedule is as follows:
Monday, closed, non-smoking
6 p.m. and open, 8 p.m.; Tuesday, AA closed, non-smoking,

moviesinmurray.com

fr.:t

Nails

PG - 7:25 - 9:40
Oinist

The Holiday
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:50

fl Maple
unay. Kentucky 42071

Apocalypto
R - 7:00 - 9:45

Angel Alert issued

An Angel Alert for a 110 electric heater for a single mother of two children has been issued by the Calloway County
Family Resource Center. Anyone having one to donate call
762-7333.

Relay for Life team plans promotion

The Relay for Life team of McKinney Insurance Services.
Inc., will have a rebate week at Pizza Hut in Murray through
Saturday. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there
for the team.

Senior center selling calendars

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center is selling
an historical calendar of Murray with the cost being only $5
which would be an excellent Christmas gift. All profits will
go to help fund the services offered at the center.

TOPS will meet 'Tuesday

Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

Health Express lists stops

See Page 6

Eragon

Technology Committee of Calloway County School Based
Decision Making Council will meet today at 3:30 in the media
center.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer vision/glaucoma and blood pressure screenings from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Wednesday at the Food
Giant in Murray.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray. next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

270-293-81459

Pursuit Of Happyness
elliott jrvi yahoo corn
Gift Certificates Available.

PG13 - 7:05 - 9:30

Charlotte's Web
G - 6:45 - 8:55

Unaccompanied Minors

Lutheran supper Wednesday
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a soup supper Wednesday at 6 p.m. and worship service at 7:15 for its Advent
services.

Bingo play at Knights of Columbus

PG - 9:05
Jesus is the
Reason for the
Season

Happy Feet
PG - 6:55

The Nativity Story

Xecv Life

PG - 7:15

Deck The Halls

[Boolcsfore

PG - 9:20

5th & Main • 753-1622
Firs: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 am-5 pm • Sat. 10 am-5 pm

Prigram Information Call 753-3314

The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo each Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY
4207h Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
intern4fiona1 charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Al-Anon meeting is illesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Quilt Lovers plan party

he perfect
Nee
stocking stuffer?
have g

cert cafes t

ake wonderful holiday gi
op in today to pick up your g
ificate and book your holid
party while you're here!

God Bless Each g Every One.
Our warmest holiday wishes go out to you and
yours during this special time of year.
You have made this year special for us,
and we thank you for your valued patronage.

Private rooms to accommodate up to 60 people'
(Voted Oi

Reader's Choice Winner
For 5 Consecutive years!

Chivas

asstistratt
--„,_2006
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- Sheila Vat-ca

Next to Low*,
759-4853

"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
301 N. 12th • University Square, Murray • 759-1019

NCE(Home •Auto • Manufactured Home)
INSURA..__

Stuart Alcxantlef

Donny Stamen

Jerry non %Wilke,

Hospital retirees will meet Thesday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will have a special Christmas party Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the home of Tex Todd. For more information call
Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Masonic Lodge will meet tonight
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons is scheduled to meet tonight at 7:30 at the Masonic Hall on Ky. 121
North and Robertson Road North.

Support Group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753- 7 1 29.

CCHS volleyball team plans promotion

itocust

(GALLERY)

Quilt Lovers of Murray will have its annual Christmas party
on Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the community room of the Calloway
County Public Library. Meat, drinks and paper goods will be
provided by the Quilt Lovers for the potluck meal. Those
attending are asked to bring a covered side dish or dessert.
Also non-perishables will be collected for Need Line, according to Kathy Mauldin, member. The room will be available to
the group at 5:30 p.m.

Calloway County High School volleyball team is selling
first aid kits ranging in price from $8 to $30. Those interesting in purchasing a kit, contact a CCHS volleyball player or
parent or call Tammy McCallon at 435-4170.

KY FARM BUREAU 753-4703
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Pictured from left are Bob Rogers. MISD supenntendent, Chakradhar. and Teresa Speed.
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December Rotary Murray High
School Student of the Month named
Shraddha Chakradhar is the
Rotary December Student of
the Month for Murray High
School. Selected by faculty
members, Chakradhar was
recently recognized for this
honor at the Rotary weekly
meeting.
A MHS senior who was
chosen by her classmates as
"Most Likely to Succeed,"
Chakradhar recently attended
Murray State University's Commonwealth Honors Academy,
a three-week summer program.
Dunng
CHA
Chakradhar
focused her studies on science
with a concentration on developing demographic maps, making web pages based on data
collected and compiling community atlas.
A native of India. Chakradhar transferred to MHS her
sophomore year from Emmaus
High School in Pennsylvania.
Chakradhar and her mom. Kala,
a Murray State University assistant professor of social work.
criminal justice and gerontology, moved to the U.S. in
2004. Chakradhar studied in
the Middle East pnor to moving to the U.S.:

P11010

provided

POINSETTIA DAY: The Murray Lions Club participated in its annual Poinsettia Day The
Lions deliver poinsettias to widows and shut-ins of the Lions Club Pictured, from left. are
Buel Stalls, secretary, Rowina Wilburn. president, and Terry Hart. cnairman

Also the Speech Team Sec- Bands.
retary who qualified to particJean Bennett, director, Leadipate in the Kentucky High ership Tomorrow and LeaderSchool Speech League Tour- ship Tomorrow Alumni said From Page 6A
nament last year. Charadakhar Shraddha has been a joy to
8 p.m., Wednesday,closed nonis an active member of the
know. "She was in Leadersmoking. at II a.m.. Women's
MHS Spanish Club.
During
Chakradhar's sophomore year ship Tomorrow last year and closed non-smoking, 6 p.m
she won first place for an indi- is in Leadership Tomorrow and Big Book Study meeting.
vidual grammar and vocabu- Alumni this year," she said. closed smoking. 8 p.m.: Thurslary assessment with the State "She is calm, soft-spoken, with day - 8 p.m. open smoking.
great ideas and much enthusi- Friday. New Corners meeting
Foreign Language Festival.
A member of the National asm. I am glad to get to work open at 8 p.m.: Saturday Honor Society who is inter- with her again this year and open. non-smoking 10 a.m.,
ested in pursuing a pre-med- look forward to keeping up speaker meeting open smokical major, Chakradhar hopes with her and watching her lead- ing. 8 p.m.: Sunday, closed,
to become a surgeon.
ership skills continue to devel- non-smoking 4 p.m. For inforA former MHS Jazz Band op through college and what- mation call Mitch at 753-9320,
Jeannie at 753-6197 or Jack
Member and State and Solo
ever other endeavors she choos- L at 703-8146.
Ensemble participant who is
currently a MHS marching band es."
member. Shraddha has been
Oof Mat sptria4 row*
involved in MHS band since
her initial year at MHS. where
in yeas tip
she began to learn how to play
44ei
bass clarinet "Shraddha is one
of the brightest, hardworking.
and positive students I have
encountered at MHS. She continues to strive for excellence
•
in every activity she comes
across. Shraddha has been a
408 S. 12th Si. •Mornay UM.
pleasure to have in class." said
•
(2701 753-6361
1111OMNI
Chirs Yoo, MHS Director of
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Y®u Someone Special!
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Buy her a
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Brice Ratterree
I have been a subscriber to the Murray Ledger & Times for over 5
years now. I thoroughly enjoy reading the paper from cover to cover,
ut I would say that my favorite section is the Cla.ssifieds. I also enjoy.
new Smart Saver that has recently started up. I enjoy entering
very contest that is available through the Murray Ledger & Times and
recently won $50 for finding the hidden pencil in the Smart Saver.
he paper is an excellent way to keep up with all that is going on in
is wonderful community of ours

MURRAY

EDGER &1TIME
1001 Whitnell Ave_ a Murray, KY 42071

peat gift from

Stop in TODAY and enter.for
a chance to win a 1/2 carat
Princess cut diamond ring!
\ii itiiichase

Drawing will be
held Wed., Dec. 20
at 5 p.m.
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Another
spacewalk
planned today

MSU program televised
celebrating the holidays
MSU Relations
Murray State University is decking the halls across the country this Christmas season with its Celebrating the Holidays at
Murray State University 2006 edition, produced for KET television. Special musical groups from Murray State, including
the Concert Choir, Chamber Singers, the Voices of Praise and
instrumentalists will join guest soloists in the TV special. Filmed
around campus and the region, the show features a number of
holiday settings.
In just its third year of production, the show is fast becoming a holiday favorite that has spread throughout the country.
Shown through the region last year, Holidays at Murray State
has expanded into major markets such as Philadelphia, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Denver, Orlando, Baltimore, Salt Lake City
and Washington, D.C.
The broadcast will include standards such as Deck the Halls,
Sweet Little Jesus Boy and Go Tell It on the Mountain, as
well as Ave Maria, Cantate Domino, 0 Holy Night and Hark
the Herald Angels Sing, along with many others.
The Concert Choir and the Chamber Singers are both under
the direction of Dr. Bradley Almquist, director of choral activities at MSU. The Concert Choir is internationally recognized,
having toured Ireland, Wales and England. In addition, it has
been chosen to perform commissioned works a number of
times. Participation in the choir is by audition only. The Chamber Singers are selected from members of the MSU Concert
Choir and the University Chorale; the group is dedicated to
the study and performance of music composed for small ensembles.
Voices of Praise is a student-organized choir at Murray, datFaculty performers for the event are Dr.
ing back to 1975.
Sonya Baker, soprano, and Dr. Randall Black, tenor. Retired
faculty member Marie Taylor plays piano on three numbers.
The show, which began in 2004, is an hour-long event and
can be seen on a number of stations throughout the holiday
season. The Kentucky Educational Television network will show
Holidays on Thursday at 8 p.m. (Cl') and on Saturday at 3
p.m. (CT) on KET1.
The show was produced for KET by MSU's broadcast media
services.
Other stations carrying the show include: WYBE in Philadelphia, Pa.; WFPT1WWPB in Washington, D.C. ; KAWB/KAWE
in Minneapolis-St. Paul; KBD1 in Denver, Colo.; WBCC in
Orlando, Daytona Beach and Melbourne, Fla.; WGPT in Pittsburgh. Pa.; WMPB/WMPT in Baltimore. Md.; WIPB in Indianapolis, Ind.; WTIU in Indianapolis, Ind.; WCTE in Nashville,
Tenn.; WCVN/WKON in Cincinnati, Ohio; WCVN/WKON in
Cincinnati. Ohio; KUEN in Salt Lake City, Utah; WGVK in
Grand Rapids. Kalamazoo and Battle Creek, Mich.; WKPC/WKZT
in Louisville, Ky.; KET/WKHA/WKLE/WKMR/WKSO in Lexington, Ky.; WKAS/WKPI in Charleston and Huntington, WV;
WOUB in Charleston and Huntington, W.V.; WDCP/WDCQ in
Flint Saginaw and Bay City, Mich. ; KMU/WKPD in Paducah, Ky.; Cape Girardeau, Mo. and Harrisburg, Ill.

Photo provided

A MERRY MOOSE CHRISTMAS: Capt. Jeff Liles received over 81 Christmas gifts
from Murray Moose Lodge 2011's members Tabitha Burnett, Sandra Ashton, Mac
Vaughn and Joe Frerichs. The gifts are for the F. 0. P. #23 Shop With a Cop Program.

Series of holiday specials
continue this week on WKMS
Special to the Ledger
WKMS 91.3 FM continues
its seasonal holiday series
"Company for the Holidays"
through New Year's Day 2007.
The coming week's features, airing through Friday include the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra's
Holiday Pops Concert-details
of the performance follow
below.
— Jazz Piano Christmas
XVII airs tonight at 9. Jazz
up your holiday as New Orleans
keyboard legend Allen Toussaint
headlines at NPR's Kennedy
Center gala including performances from Cedar Walton. Eric
Reed, Jovino Santos Neto,
Nancy King, and 2006 Thelonious Monk Jazz Competition
award winner Tigran Hamasy an.
Felix Contreras hosts.
— Cafe Jazz Christmas airs
Tuesday at 9 p.m. Add some
holiday spark to a cold win-

Key Kar Rental
Call 7)on 7day!

270-753-9955

Photo by Amy Weber

Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faughn Used Cars

WELDING COMPETITION: A high school student competes in welding during an FFA competition at the Howton
Agricultural Engineering Building earlier this month.

THE ENTERTAINMENT
LOVER'S BEST FRIEND!
Entertainment for the
whole family - lock in your
price for 12 months!

$599
'$276
SAVE
L

TO

FOR 12
MONTHS

$49" *144
SAVE

$39"
FOR 12
MONTHS

TOTAL CHOICE PLUS

FOR 12
MONTHS

SAVE

• Over 185 Channels
• Local Channels Included'

*60

TOTAL CHOICE PLUS
• Includes start

TOTAL CHOICE
• Over 155 of Your Favorite Channels
• Local Channels Included'

AND

12 Channels

• Over 185 Channels

WnME
11111.1111TED
9 Channets

• Local Channels Included'
• Choose

starz
12 Channels

OR

CIWTIME

• Choose

HD
Package

OR

DVR
Service

WIUM113
9 Channels
affPrs end 2V07 and are based on appnwed rrPd4t Nflw customers only iPase mad,red
lease rev la 99/mo tor second and each adddlonal rPfleNtt Set back for dews

WITH DIRE CTV YOU GET:

AMERICA'S #1

SATELLITE
TELEVISION
SERVICE

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(API — Instead of enjoying a
relaxing day at the international space station, the space shuttle Discovery's seven astronauts prepared Sunday for an
unplanned, fourth spacewalk to
get a stubborn, half-retracted
solar array to fold up.
Discovery's crew prepared
spacesuits, relocated the station's robotic arm and mobile
platform so they can be used
during the spacewalk and
moved cargo from the station
to the shuttle for the trip home.
The spacewalk by U.S. astronaut Robert Curbeam and
Swedish astronaut Christer
Fuglesang of the European
Space Agency was to start at
1:47 p.m. EST today. NASA
managers hope fixing the array
problem will not take more
than 4 1/2 hours, but the spacewalkers will be equipped to
stay longer than that.
Discovery's return to Earth
was pushed back a day to Friday because of the extra spacewalk. Because of supply limits, the astronauts need to be
on the ground no later than
Saturday.

• Local channels included:
• Higher customer satisfaction rating than cable6 years running'
• No equipment to buy. No start-up costs.
• FREE DVR or HD receiver upgrade. Ask how ,
• FREE standard installation of 4-room system.
igtpr $100 mad In rptrale 'T‘rarr"nc ane ITNR ItnvorP
• 100% digital picture and sound on every channel.
Offers end 7N2007 and are bssed en aporneed credo any CUSICIPP9 0,0lane rNIU.Pdi ease fee $A 99/ma Ti,,ecand and each adde,,,a1

ter's, e.,,ening with WKMS'
George Eldred as he spins two
hours of choice holiday jazz
tunes from your station's library.
Paducah
Symphony
—
Orchestra Holiday Pops Concert airs Wednesday at 9 a.m.
Add music and song to your
morning as Dr. Bradley
Almquist conducts the Orchestra and Chorus with soloist
Barbi McCulloch in a warm rendering of favorites including
"It's the Most Wonderful Time
of the Year,""White Christmas.Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus."
and many more!
— Si. Olaf's Christmas Festival 2006 airs Wednesday at
lb a.m. Tune in and celebrate
the season as more than 5(X)
student musicians perform a
service in song and word including hymns, carols, choral works
and orchestral selections honoring the Nativity.
— A Commonwealth Classics Christmas airs Thursday
at II a.m. Spend your morning with WKMS'George Eldred
as he serves up Christmas music
from the Renaissance and
Baroque eras.
— A Paul Winter Solstice
Concert airs Thursday at 7 p.m.
Explore the solstice tradition
with Paul Winter, one of the
original World Musicians. The
Paul Winter Consort is joined
by singer Renato Braz from
Brazil,
Russia's
Dmitri
Ensemble, and
Pokrovsky
woodwind player Paul McCandless from Oregon. WNYC's
John Schaefer hosts.
— Bach's "Christmas Oratorio" from Carnegie Hall airs
Friday at 9 a.m.
Take your seat at Carnegie
Hall as Robert Bass leads The
Collegiate Chorale in a performance of Bach's sacred cantatas.
The Chorale is joined by Soprano Lisa Saffer. Mezzo-soprano
Gigi Mitchell-Velasco. Tenor
Paul Austin Kelly, and Baritone
James
Maddalena.
WNYC's John Schaefer hosts.
— The Eisenhower Hour
Christmas Show airs Friday at
11 a.m. Join host Dr. Bob as
he presents the top holiday tunes
of the decade, including the
Chipmunk song in its entirety.
— Carols for Dancing airs
Friday at noon. Enjoy an
evening of discovery, song and
dance as Carols for Dancing
showcases instrumental music
and reveals the fascinating and
unexpected stories behind the
carols we all know and love.
You can see the entire
WKMS
schedule
at
www.wkms.org

Pick up the phone and lock in a great price for 12 months on one of DIRECTV'S best deals ever!

BEASLEY ANTENNA & SATELLITE
506 N 12TH STREET
MURRAY KY 42071
270-759-0901
An Authorized DIRECTV Dealer
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subscribe to the

V.
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Kentucky Cattlemen's
Association convention is
next month in Lexington
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CAN YOU DIG IT?: Cindy Cossey of the Calloway County Conservation District teaches students in Jennifer Russell's first grade class at Murray Elementary School about
soil conservation, what is good for soil and what is bad for spil during a presentation
Friday morning.

Federal drought relief is an 'uphill fight'
ARLINGTON, Texas I AP) agriculture state, is reeling from caused an estimated $2.6 billion
— After a devastating year los- the worst-ever drought which in crop losses.
ing crops and cattle to drought
or wildfires. farmers and ranchers probably won't see federal
relief anytime soon.
"The drought is the worst
that's ever happened in my lifetime," said Russell Boening, 47,
of Floresville, whose 2.000-acre
farm of corn. cotton and wheat
sorghum failed to produce any
crops this year. "We will be able
to farm next year, but we need
disaster assistance."
4 vi•
U.S. Sen. Kay Bailey
Hutchison. R-Texas, said that
teUirl,4
,iptfriy41)44
obtaining federal drought assistance this year would be an
*Christmas Decor
"uphill fight" but promised to
*Benches & Arbors
keep working for it.
"I have every confidence
*Select Fountains
that... even if we don't get it this
year, we will get it next year,"
*Pottery & Planters
. A J
Hutchison told a crowd of more
*Flags & Garden Art
than 1,200 at the Texas Farm
c''‘,Yyjijmr44
Bureau's annual convention in
Arlington.
kullhiig 1
11
41144tjr
)
11
The House and Senate decided to send an unfinished budget
to next year's Democratic-controlled Congress. Congress was
expected to approve continued
funding for most federal pro"Kentucky Certified Nursery
grams at fiscal 2006 levels
Professionals"
through mid-February because
Open Mon. - Sat. 9-5
neither chamber has agreed on
any of the new spending bills for
Sun. 1-5
the fiscal year that began in
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
October. except those covering
defense and homeland security.
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Thank you for all of your business this past year!

!MD Pfiminume

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of
Hearing Loss and Tinnitus
Dr. Phillip

No Referrals Required

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia !Clapper RN • Hearing Aid Specialist

Physician's Hearing Center

To place an
ad call
753-1916 c•-t )
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Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray. KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky Cattlemen's
Association (KCA) will hold
the KCA Annual Convention
and Trade Show on Jan. 11-13 at
the Lexington Convention
Center.
This year's Convention
titled Looking Into the Future,
will cover a wide range of issues
from forage to muscle profiling.
It will also feature a 70-booth
Trade Show that will highlight
all aspects of the beef industry from feed to pharmaceuticals.
and a live internet cattle auction
where 2,000 to 3,000 head of
cattle will be sold from
Downtown Lexington.
Speakers include; Dr. Pearse
Lyons. President of Alltech;
Charlie Mc. Veen, Mc Vean
Trading Company; Dr. Chris
Calkins, University of Nebraska
Professor of Animal Science;
Dr. Garry D. Lacefield. UK
Professor
of
Agronomy
Extension; and Karen Lewis,
C'K School of Design.
-Over 1,000 cattlemen are
expected from across the region.
Lexington is the home of the
Kentucky
Cattlemen's
Association and the Lexington
Convention Center will be a
great venue to accommodate our
members." said Dave Maples.
Executive Vice President of the
KCA.
Topics such as a 3-0 muscle
profiling presentation on Beef
Myology. Order Buying session
and a trip to the Blue Grass
Stockyards in Lexington will
give cattlemen information on
how to position themselves for

Murray State School
of Agriculture
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MERRY CHRISTMAS!
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Allegro Fine Foods, Inc.
Kentucky Department of Agriculture
Prairie Farms Dairy
Heritage Bank
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N.J. rabbi to get new
kidney donated from
Methodist minister
MOUNT LAUREL, N.J.
(AP) — A Reform rabbi and a
Methodist pastor may celebrate
different holidays this month,
but they have something to
rejoice together — one is giving
a kidney to the other.
After almost a year of waiting to hear good news, Rabbi
Andrew Bossov found out this
week that doctors approved a
surgery that will give him one of
the Rev. Karen Onesti's kidneys.
daughter,
Bossov's
Elisabeth, said Onesti's gesture
is one of pure human kindness.
She said, "I believe what's happening between my dad and
Karen is the most prominent
example of a healthy interfaith
relationship that I and others in
the community have ever seen."
Bossov, the spiritual leader
of Adath Emanu-El, has interstitial nephritis, kidney failure that
has been progressing slowly.
The disease appears to stem
from a bad reaction he had to

medication years ago.
Bossov, 47, had. 25 percent
normal kidney function for nine
years, but last year that
decreased to 10 percent. He
began dialysis in July.
The two met four years ago
through an interfaith council.
When he mentioned at a meeting last February that his
decreased function allowed him
to get on the transplant list, the
pastor jumped at the chance to
help him.
"I feel about Andy the way 1
feel about my own brother,"
Onesti, 49, told The CourierPost of Cherry Hill for Sunday's
editions.
Onesti, or- the MasonvilleRancocas United Methodist
Church, underwent tests for
compatibility with her family's
support. The transplant team at
the Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania approved the
donation. Next month, the two
will meet with a surgical team to
schedule the operation.

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times

BEFORE THE FESTIVITIES: (Top photo) After filing in, graduate looked for their loved ones seated throughout the
Regional Special Events Center on Saturday morning.(Bottom photos) Before the ceremony, girls made sure their caps
and gowns were situated properly before lining up while others chatted and texted on their cell phones while waiting for
the commencement processional.

Proposed Medicaid rule would reduce payments to pharmacists
WASHINGTON (API —
Pharmacists would take the
biggest hit from a proposed rule
designed to save states and the
federal government about $8.4
billion over the coming five
years, officials who oversee
Medicaid said Sunday.
Earlier this year. Congress
mandated changes in how the
federal government limits its
payments to states for the cost of
prescription drugs when generics are available. Lawmakers
were concerned that Medicaid
wasn't getting as good a deal on
the price of drugs as some of the
large payers in the private market did.
Under Medicaid. which
serves about 55 million people,
states reimburse pharmacies for
the cost of medicine provided to
beneficiaries. The proposed rule
established a new calculation
that limits the federal government's share of the cost of the
medicine when three or more
generics are available. States
will retain the authority to set
their own reimbursement levels
and dispensing fees to pharmacists.

In a fact sheet, Health and
Human Services Secretary Mike
Leavitt said the proposed rule
will affect about 600 drugs that
account for about 8.3 percent of
outpatient drug costs under
Medicaid. Spending on outpatients' drugs has been one of the
program's fastest growing
expenses.
He also said the rule will
increase transparency about the
true cost of drugs. The federal
government will set a definition
for the average manufactured
price of a particular drug, and
will publish prices on a quarterly basis.
The goal is to capture the

most accurate pricing data possible to assure that the federal
government and states are paying appropriately for generics.
Leslie
Norwalk, acting
administrator for the Centers for
Medicaid
pharmacists are
C7cZerne
at the ittw rule
would lead to lower reimbursements when they provide generics. She said the agency will listen to their suggestions in' the
coming months and will likely
issue a final rule in the summer.
"We want to make sure pharmacists still have a reason to
provide generics," Norwalk
said.

The proposed changes would
lower Medicaid spending by
less than 1 percent. Overall, the
federal government and the
states will spend about $280 billion on Medicaid during the current fiscal year. The cost of
Medicaid, whith
health care to the poor, will fise
to nearly $5 trillion dollars in
the coming decade, Health and
Human Services estimate.

GIFT BAGSAINI TO EACH CHILD!

Everyone is welcome!

2006 Chrysler
300 Hemi C

753-4703
AUTO -

How - irr. iNsuRn

One owner, 9,248 miles, jade pearl, slate graystone leather
interior, protection group, sound group,
power sunroof, SIRUS Satellite radio, and more
MSRP new was $36,820.00
Plus any remaining factory warranty

SALE PRICE - $291000
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1. Drive By and See Us at Hwy. 641 South, Murray, KY 2. Call Us
(270) 753 2617 or Toll Free oil 800 207 9516 3. Fax Us at 12701 753 1629
4 E•mail Shelia at Shelia dwaintaytor cam. To,, title and tag not included
NEW SALE HOURS: MONDAY-fRIDAY,8 A.M.-6 P.M.• SATURDAY 8 A.M.-5 P.M.
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TITANS 24, JAGUARS 17
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MURRAY STATE 77

63 SAMFORD

Sunday
Statement
LADY RACERS MAKE CLAIM AS OVC'S
BEST WITH WIN OVER SAMFORD
Tennessee Titans safety Lamont Thompson (28) hangs
on the back of Jacksonville quarterback David Gained
(9) in the fourth quarter in Nashville. Tern. Sunday The
Titans beat the Jaguars 24-17

calimillei
Svmess
School
OVC(Overall)
Murray State
3-0 (6-3)
Southeast Mo.
2-1 (5-4)
Samford
1-1 (6-4)
Eastern Illinois
1-1 (4-6)
Tennessee St.
1-1 (2-4)
Eastern Ky
1-1 (4-6)
Morehead St.
1-1 (2-8)
Jacksonville St
1-2 (4-8)
Tennessee Tech 1-2 (2-7)
Austin Peay
1-2 (2-8)
UT-Martin
0-1 (4-3)

D-Fence I
TENNESSEE 6D'SCORES
BIG FOR TITANS

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
It's obviously too early to
make NCAA Tournament plans.
But in the eyes of the Murray State Lady Racers, its
never too soon to make a statement in this 2006-07 season.
And what a statement the
upstart Lady Racers made on
Sunday afternoon, outscoring
visiting Samford 43-32 in the
second half for a 77-63 triumph at the Regional Special
Events Center.
With the win. Murray State
(6-3, 3-0 OVC) remained perfect in league play and took
over sole possession of first
place in the early standings
heading into Tuesday's 5:15
p.m. home contest against Jacksonville State (4-8, 1-2).
While admitting her team
still has much work to do,
Lady Racer head coach Jot
Felton agreed that her team is
sending a message to rest of
the OVC.
"It's a huge statement," said
Felton, who improved her threeplus year record at MSU to
39-54 with the win. "I think
our conference will probably
take notice that our three games
have been
against three
extremely good teams ... We
know we have a good basketball team. We feel like we
SCOTT NANNEY,Ledger & Times
have something to prove."
Murray State forward Ashley Nichole Hayes (23) takes the ball to the basket against
Taking advantage of their
frontcourt edge. the Lady Rac- the defense of Samford's Chelsee Insell (30) during the Lady Racers 77-63 OVC vicers made it a point to get the tory on Sunday afternoon at the RSEC. MSU is now a perfect 3-0 in league play,
ball to their two top scoring (Top) Lady Racer guard Alaina Lee (20) picks up the defense on Samford's Megan
options — OVC Preseason Wilderotter (12) during the first half of Sunday's first-place OVC showdown at the
Player of the Year Joi Scott RSEC.
and sophomore Ashley Nichole
Hayes. And the strategy paid we isolated Joi and Ashley, attempts. including 2-of-3 from a 20-point bulge (73-53) with
and it worked for us," Felton 3-point range, and knocked just 4:11 remaining.
off.
said.
"We've got to get the down all seven of her free
"Amber's doing a good job
Scott led all scorers with
ball inside, whether ifs by throtv attempts for 15 points' 'for us.' I'm 'really Tiroud of
23 points on 10-of-I5 shootfive assists her,- noted Felton. "She's hard
ing while narrowly missing a dribble penetration or getting while dishing out
to guard, because she can shoot
it
to
our
post
(players),
and
in
40
minutes
of
action.
eight
double-double
with
It was Guffey who helped the ball from the 3-point line
rebounds. Hayes, meanwhile, the guards did a good job of
put the Lady Bulldogs (6-4. and she can get the ball to
pumped in 21 points on a 7- finding them."
What Scott and Hayes I-1) out of their misery in the the basket. ... She's done a
of-14 effort from the floor. She
good job of doing what we
was also 6-of-6 at the free weren't able to do down low, second half, scoring both of
her to do, and that's score"
guard
Amber
Guffey
did
so
on
field
goals
in
a
need
her
3-point
throw line and grabbed seven
the perimeter. The 5-foot-8 20-6 run that turned a sixhoards.
"We ran some (plays) where sophomore hit 3-of-6 field goal point Murray lead (51-46) into IN See RACERS Page 38

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Vince Young was impressed
by the Tennessee Titans'
defense.
The Titans are proving they
can find new and different
ways to win each week, and
they did just that Sunday in
scoring a franchise-record three
touchdowns on turnovers to beat
the Jacksonville Jaguars 24-17.
"Defense, defense. clefense.
Turnovers," said Young, who
completed only eight passes.
"They made plays. They didn't get tired out there. It goes
to show that it doesn't just
take offense to win games."
Adam "Pacman" Jones
returned an interception 83
yards for a TD, rookie Cortland Finnegan picked up a fumble and ran it 92 yards for the
go-ahead score and safety Chris
Hope ran back his interception
61 yards for the winning margin.
"I guess he was trying to
throw it to me," Hope said.
"I appreciate it."
Jones also set up Rob
Bironas' 27-yard field goal with

a 70-yard kickoff return to start
the second half — all pan of
a franchise-record 370 yards
in returns and the first of 17
straight points.
The Titans didn't need a
24-point rally in the final 10
minutes like the one against
the New York Giants, or 60yard field goal like the one to
beat Indianapolis, or even a
39-yard TD run by Young in
overtime like the one that beat
Houston Just a bend-but-don'tbreak defensive pertormance
"A win is a win." Titans
defensive
tackle
Albert
Haynesworth said "You can
put it in the crazy column or
the close-win column or whatever you want to do as long
as we keep winning, and that's
what I'm happy about."
Tennessee (7-71 won its fifth
straight and seventh in nine
games with a defense that came
in statistically ranked last in
the NFL in yards allowed. The
'Titans gave up 396 yards, and
the defense stayed on the field
44 minutes, 22 seconds
See TITANS. 38

KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

Abren dismissed
from Wildcats
HOPTOWN NATIVE ASKED TO
LEAVE; WILLIAMS SUSPENDED FOR
• • MUSIC CITY BOWL
By UK Sports Information
LEXINGTON. Ky. - Junior
defensive tackle Ricky Ahren
has been dismissed from the
team and sophomore cornerback
Jarrell Williams has been suspended for the Music City
Bowl for violations of team

rules, Coach Rich Brooks
announced Saturday.
Ahren played in nine games
this season as a reserve defensive tackle He made six tackles, including one quarterback
sack Williams has played in
one game this season

COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

Florida breezes by Florida A&M
DONOVAN TIES SLOAN FOR SCHOOL RECORD

AP
Florida's Joakim Noah (13) blocks a shot attempt by
Florida A&M's Darius Glover during the second half Sunday in Tampa, Fla

TAMPA. Fla.(AP) — Rather
than revel in the spotlight after
achieving another personal
milestone. Billy Donovan exulted his players after tying Norm
Sloan as Honda's career victory leader.
The 41-year-old coach said
he's especially grateful for some
of his first recruits who helped
lay the foundation for what
has been one of the most successful college programs in the

nation over the. past decade
The No. 5 Gators beat Honda A&M 72-57 on Sunday
night for Donovan's 235th victory since taking over in 1996
Sloan woo 235 in I c seasons
spread over two separate stints
that raised expectatmos for ha%
k etha I I at a football driven
school
all the way back
"As I
to the first knis I had the

A

opportunity to coach, those guy s
really maybe didn't have the
opportunity to really enjoy the
success that we've had," said
Donovan. who's in his 11th
season with the defending
national champions
"It's something I'm proud
of hesause of the length of
time that I've been at Honda
Norm Sloan a great tooth
For me to he pan of it so
quid!Is I think that's some

thing FII reflect on and remem
bet"
In other Top 25 games SandaN. it was. No It Wichita
State 102, Mans land-Eastern
Shore 46, No 10 Anions R7,
Houston 62, No 12 1...SU 60.
Oregon Suer 51, No 14 Conties twat R9. St Mars's 71, and
No 22 Oregon R4, Who 9trae
it
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ILAIllacerBasketliall
Murray State
University
OVC Standings
Tennessee State
Samford
Austin Posy
Murray $isitia
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead Static
Tennasaes-Madin
Eastern OM*
Jecksomilla SWIM
Tannalierea Ttich
Southeast MIssoun

4.Y.c
2-0
1-0
2-1
2-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-3

MOWN!
4-4
3-4
3-5
4-7
6-3
4-4
3-8
4-6
3-6
4-4
3-8

Game 12 --- MSU vs. Jax. State
RACERS RETURN TO RSEC FOR MIST OF TWO-GAME HOMESTAND

This Weak In The OVC:
Today's Gamma
Evansville M Austin Peay — 7 p.m.
Morehead St at UT-Martin — 7.30 p.m
Eastern Ky at Eastern 111. —736 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Northwestern vs Tenn Tech — 11 am.,
at San Juan PP
Tennessee State at Auburn — 7 p m.
,tax. St. at Murray St. — 7:30 p.m.
Samford at Southeast Mo — 7:30 p.m
Wednesday's Games
Middle Tenn at Austin Peay —7 p.m.
Eastern Ky at UT-Martin — 7:30 p.m.
Morehead at Eastern It — 7:35 p.m.
Friday's Games
Ball State at Tennessee State — 7 p m
at Eastern
— 735 p m
Western

Jacksonville St. Facts
Location
Jacksonville, Ala
1883
Founded
9 061
Enrolment
Red & White
Colors
Arena
Mathews Coliseum/5,500
Dr William A Meehan
President
Jim Fuller
AD
16-13
2005-06 Record
6/8
Leftenvimers Retumingtost
. ...2/3
Starters Returninglost

Mika LaPlante
is in his seventh
season as the
head coach of
Gamecocks
taking
Since
over the JSU
program
in
2000, LaPlante
has guided the
men's team to
an
81 100
record

1-aPlante

SCOTT NANNEY/Lectger & Times
Murray State redshirl freshman center Tony Easley tries to
secure the ball as an Anderson University player reaches in
during the Racers' win on Dec. 4. The Racers will play their
first home game since then on Tuesday, when they host OVC
nval Jacksonville State at the RSEC.
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Staff Report
Home games have been
DOD: Tuesday
scarce for the Murray State
TIpolt 7 30 p m
Site: RSEC. Murray
Racers during the first month of
Series mooed: MSU
the 2006-07 %Pawn.
leads 5-0
However, the Racers are
Mike
Coaches:
taPlants (81-100.
home for the next two games,
season),
seventh
beginning with Tuesday's 7:30
Jacksonville State.
against
contest
p.m.
Billy Kennedy (4-7,
first season) Murray Slats
Jacksonville State and continuRadio/Terlevlslon: Froggy 103 7 FM
ing with a Thursday matchup
with Neal Bradley & Nathan Higdon
against Ohio Valley Conference
Probable Starting Lineups:
Jacksonville Stabs (2-6, 0-2 OVC): F
preseason favorite Samford.
Courtney Bradley. 194 ppg. 89 rpg E.
Despite a rather pedestrian 4Enk Adams. 83 ppg. 44 rpg, F-Doomn
right
7 overall record, Murray is
Brown. 12 7 ppg, 83 rpg, G-DeAndre
Bray,
20 ppg. 5.8 apg, G-Will Ginn. 80
in the thick of the early OVC
PP9. 48 AP9
race, having defeated Eastern
Murray State (4-7, 2-1): F-Shawn
Witherspoon 10 5 ppg, 56 rpg. FIllinois at home on Nov. 25
Bruce Carter, 11 3 ppg. 50 rpg. Cbefore recently earning a split of
Curtis Parker. 32 ppg. 27 rpg. G-Ed
the fabled "Death Valley" road
Horton, 68 ppg. 3.8 spg. G-Tylar
Holloway. 106 ppg. 2.5 apg.
swing to stand at 2-1 in league
play.
The Racers are just a whisker has been the play of senior for
away from being unbeaten in ward Courtney Bradley, who
conference action. MSU's lone ranks third in the conference in
loss was a 72-66 overtime deci- scoring per game at 19.4.
The 6-foot-5 Bradley is also
sion at Eastern Kentucky — a
game which it led by three the team's top rebounder at 8.9
points in the waning seconds of boards per game. He is tops in
regulation before a 3-pointer by the league in offensive rebounds
the Colonels' Mike Rose sent per game at an average of 3.8
the contest into an extra session. per outing.
Bradley and fellow forward
Murray looks to again hold
serve inside the friendly con- Dorien Brown (8.3 rpg.) rule the
fines of the Regional Special boards for the Gamecocks.
Events Center against a Meanwhile, guards DeAndre
Jacksonville State unit that is Bray and Will Ginn rank first
currently in last place in the and second, respectively in the
OVC in assists per game.
OVC standings.
Rebounding has been an
The Gamecocks (2-6) have
lost both of their league games, Achilles heel for the Racers so
but both defeats have been by far this season. Murray is being
just one point — a 54-53 loss to out-rebounded by his opponents
in-state rival Samford on Dec. 7 by an average of 37.6 to 36.4
and a 70-69 setback versus boards per outing.
Shawn
Senior forward
Tennessee-Martin on Dec. 9.
enters tomorrow's Witherspoon is MSU's top
JSU
matchup as one of the most pro- rebounder at just 5.6 rpg.
Jacksonville State is winless
lific scoring teams in the OVC,
averaging 70.4 points per game, in five tries against the Racers
which is second only to since it joined the league in
2003. Murray State swept the
Tennessee Tech (82.5).
A big reason for the series last season by scores of
•v9amecocks' scoring prowess 97-72 and 78-72.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Living up to their preseason hype as one of the
league's top three teams. the
Lady Racers put themselves
on top of the OVC heap on
Sunday with a 77-63 triumph
over Samford at the RSEC.
Murray State (6-3, 3-0
OVC) is the only remaining
team without a conference
loss after handing the
Bulldogs their first defeat in
two tries.
In their fast start, the Lid',
Racers are ranked near the
top of several of the league's
statistical categories.
MSU ranks third in scoring offense, averaging 73.1)
points per game entering
Sunday's play. The Lady
Racers are also second in
scoring defense, allowing
just 62.6 ppg., for a leaguebest scoring margin of +10.4.
Individually, forward Jo]
Scott ranks third in the OVC
in scoring at 17.3 ppg.

for dinner hetore ‘ou head
out to support the Racers!
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701 Main St.• Murray •(270) 753-5273 • www.parkerford.com
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Gleam Up With Great New Appliavices
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Racer Basketball pages published before each home game!
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NFL ROUNDUP

Saints Go Marching In

I SCOREBOARD
- - qaorrd

laveraleck
lours=/racy

NEW ORLEANS, DALLAS,,BALTIMORE ALL IN PLAYOFFS
By The Associated Press
If they are partying on Bourbon Street,
the Saints aren't taking part. Not yet.
New Orleans, corning off a nomadic
season forced by Hurricane Katrina,
clinched the NFC South on Sunday despite
losing to Washington 16-10. The Saints
(9-5) got the title thanks to losses by
Carolina and Atlanta this weekend.
Still, the Saints are going to the postseason with only their third division title.
Also heading to the playoffs are the
Ravens. Cowboys and Colts.
Baltimore didn't back in, beating Cleveland 27-17 for at least a wild-card berth.
Dallas won 38-28 at Atlanta on Saturday,
then . got its playoff spot when Carolina
and Minnesota lost Sunday.
Indianapolis, which doesn't play until
Monday night at home for Cincinnati,
won the AFC South when Jacksonville
fell at Tennessee 24-17.
Chicago secured home-field advantage
throughout the NFC playoffs by beating
Tampa Bay 34-31 in overtime. The Bears
already had clinched the NFC North crown.
Also Sunday, it was: Philadelphia 36.
the New York Giants 22; Pittsburgh 37.
Carolina 3; San Diego 20, Kansas City.
9; New England 40. Houston 7; the New
York Jets 26, Minnesota 13; Denver 37.
Arizona 20; Buffalo 21, Miami 0; Green
Bay 17, Detroit 9; and St. Louis 20. Oakland 0.
The weekend began Thursday night
with San Francisco 16-81 beating Seattle
(8-6) 24-14.
Redskins 16, Saints 10
Despite their stumble. the Saints have
gone from 3-13 to division winner.
-Our standards are higher than maybe
what you would think," Brees said. "We
won the division. That's great, but it came
in a loss. We still have more things now
that we want to accomplish."
The Redskins 15-91 punished the Saints'
defense with a running attack that racked
up 161 yards. Coming off a career-high
171 yards a week earlier, Ladell Betts
gained 119 on 22 carries.
Ravens 27, Browns 17
At Baltimore, the Ravens i11-3) blew
a I4-point lead and were without injured
quarterback Steve McNair. Then Demetrius
Williams ran under Kyle Roller's long
pass and took it into the end zone, a 77yard strike that snapped a tie,
Jamal Lewis ran 22 times for 109
yards and a touchdown for the Ravens,
who are in the playoffs for the first time
since 2003.
Bears 34, Buccaneers 31, OT
At Chicago. the Bears (12-2) blew a
24-3 second-half lead, then recovered with
big plays from backups Rashied Davis
and Adrian Peterson in overtime that led
to Robbie Gould's 25-yard field goal.
Gould's field goal came after Davis made
an over-the-shoulder catch of 28 yards
on a pass from Rex Grossman to the
Tampa Bay 20. Peterson, Chicago's thirdteam tailback, then had runs of 2 and 11
yards to move the ball to the 7.
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New Orleans running back Deuce McAllister (26) reaches the end zone
ahead of Washington Redskins linebacker Khary Campbell (5), sconng a
touchdown in the first half in New Orleans Sunday.
Cowboys 38, Falcons 28
On Saturday in Atlanta. Terrell Owens
hauled in two touchdown passes. Marion
Barber scored on two punishing runs and
the Cowboys (9-5) came back after blowing an early 14-0 lead.
It was a devastating defeat for the Falcons (7-7), who had climbed back into
the NFC wild-card race with two straight
wins.
Eagles 36, Giants 22
Jeff Garcia threw a 19-yard touchdown
pass to Reggie Brown and a 2-point conversion and Trent Cole returned an interception 19 yards for a touchdown 10 seconds late in the fourth quarter.
The error-plagued game unworthy of
two playoff contenders was third straight
victory for the Eagles (8-6).
Steelers 37, Panthers 3
At Charlotte, N.C., Willie Parker rushed
for 132 yards and a touchdown and Ben
Roethlisberger threw for a score and ran
for another.
Parker. a Clinton, N.C. native and a
little-used running back in college at North
Carolina. ran all over his local team.
including a 41-yard touchdown run late
in the third quarter to put it away.
Chargers 20, Chiefs 9
At San Diego, LaDainian Tomlinson
turned a simple off-tackle play into an
85-yard touchdown run, and finished with
199 yards and two touchdowns on 25
carries to take over the NFL rushing lead
from Kansas City's Larry Johnson. It was
Tomlinson's eighth straight 100-yard game.
The AFC West champion Chargers (12won their eighth straight and kept the
inside track to home-field advantage
throughout the AFC playoffs.
Patriots 40, Texans 7

A week after their worst loss of the
season raised doubts how far they could
go in the playoffs, the host Patriots dominated. New England 410-4) leads the AFC
East and can clinch the title with a win
next Sunday at Jacksonville.
The Texans (4-10) were outgained 147
yards to 76 in the first two quarters.
Jets 26, Vikings 13
Chad Pennington bounced back from
a had game with 339 yards passing and
one touchdown in leading the Jets to their
third straight road victory and a 5-2 overall record away from home
Broncos 37, Cardinals 20
Jay Cutler got his first NFL victory
as a starter, throwing two touchdown passes as the visiting Broncos 18-61 snapped
a four-game losing streak. In his third
start, Cutler completed 21 of 31 passes
for 261 yards and was intercepted once.
Bills 21, Dolphins 0
The Bills forced two interceptions while
limiting the Dolphins to 118 yards through
three quarters and 212 overall. It was
Buffalo's first shutout since a 2003 season-opening 31-0 win over New England,
and first against the Dolpkins since a 290 win in November 1987.
J.P. Losman overcame wet and blustery conditions and threw three touchdown passes. Buffalo (7-71 has won five
of its last seven.
Packers 17, Lions 9
Brett Favre broke Dan Manno's career
completions record, but also had to overcome three interceptions he threw. It was
only the second home victory all season
for the Packers (6-81.
Favre connected on a 21-yard pass to
receiver Carlyle Holiday just before halftime for his league-record 4,968th completion.

▪ Mans
From Page 1B
But they sacked David Garrard five times, picked him off
twice and stripped him of a fumble for a third turnover. The
Jaguars ran 32 straight offensive plays — not counting one
wiped out by penalty — and

gave up two TDs within six
plays of the third quarter.
"You can't win games doing
that," said Jaguars receiver Matt
Jones, who had a late TD catch.
They also stopped the
Jaguars on first-and-goal at the
Titans 6 in the fourth quarter

•Racers
From Page 1B
The Lady Racers' secondhalf flurry — in which they
out-scored Samford 41-23 at
one point and shot 51.9 percent(l4-of-27) for the half —
turned a tight game into a
blowout.
MSU actually trailed by as
much as six points late in a
first half that saw the Bulldogs slow the tempo of the
contest to a crawl with their
methodical half-court style.
Samford shot 61.9 percent
(,13-of-2I) from the floor in
the opening 20 minutes, taking a 26-20 lead when Alex
Monday buried a 3-pointer with
4:56 left before the intermis,•ion.
Munday, 6-foot junior forward. paced the Bulldogs with
_
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17 points on 7-of-l2 shooting,
including a 3-of-5 effort from
behind the arc, and completed
a double-double with 10
rebounds.
Scott single-handedly put the
Lady Racers back in front with
three straight layups and freshman Jenny Petrie capped the
first-half scoring with a layup.
But Murray State led just 3431 at the half.
"They've got some great
shooters, and they run an offensive style that's hard to guard,"
Felton said of Samford."You've
really got to switch your defenses up a lot and keep them offbalance. That was my concern.
We gave up some wideopen looks because of miscommunication. But those
things can be fixed."
One thing the Lady Racers
did fix was their ball-handling
mistakes. Entering yesterday's
play. MSU was committing
over 15 turnovers per game
hut had just seven giveaways
against Samford while forcing
the Bulldogs into 17 turnovers.
"We did a good job of taking care of the ball," said Felton. "I think three of those
(turnovers)came in the last three
I'm really proud
minutes.
of the way we held on to the
hall. That was a big emphasis
for us.**

to help preserve that lead.
"They did all that work for
nothing pretty much." Titans
linebacker Keith Bulluck said.
With the loss. the Jaguars
(8-6) let Indianapolis clinch the
AFC South title they denied
the Colts a week ago in Jacksonville. Now. the Jaguars have
lost their edge for one of two
wild-card berths after losing
their fifth road game with
appearances left against New
England and at Kansas City.
Jacksonville coach Jack Del
Rio said his team played well,
stat
but
winning
every

turnovers.
"I think we need to understand that and just put it behind
us and just go forward," he
said.
How easy that is depends
on the health of Fred Taylor
and rookie Maurice Drew. Taylor pulled up on his second
carry, which should have been
a TD run, and did not return
because of spasms in his right
hamstring.
Jones picked off Garrard's
pass three plays later and put
the Titans up 7-0 in the first
quarter.
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WRESTLING ROUNDUP

Lakers finish ninth
at Caldwell Co.
SCHOPPE'TOPS
FOR eCtIS
WITH FOURTHPLACE FINISH
Staff Repoli"'
The Calloway ('Ounty High
School wrestling, team earned
a ninth-place finish at Saturday's 29-team Armstrong Tiger
Classic at Caldwell County
High School.
Ryan Schoppe topped all
Laker competitors with a fourthplace finish that included a 4-

record_ Other participants and
their records included: Keaton
Starks (2-2). Bradley Bryan (121, Brandon Tibaldi 43-2).
Matthew Oliver (1-2). Steven
Dun (1-2), Eric Schoppe 0;1, Levi Scarbrough (3-2).Matthew Fry (1-2) and Wesley Pons (1-2).
Calloway will face Hopkinsville on Thursday at 6 p.m.
at the Calloway County Middle School gymnasium. On Saturday. the Lakers will host the
Holiday Duals Tournament at
the middle school. welcoming
to town Caldwell County. Henderson County and South
Spencer, Ind.

CCMS eight grade
girls stay perfect
MOVE TO 9-0
Staff Report
The Calloway County Middle School eighth grade girls'
basketball team improved to a
perfect 9-0 on the season with
a 34-21 triumph over Graves
County on Friday night at
CCMS.
Averee Fields paced the Lady
Laker attack with 20 points.
Emily Chhsman followed with

WITH IN IN

eight. while Kristin Boggess
tossed in four and Layla Choate
two. Morgan Smotherman. Karlee Wilson. Al'.ss,a Cunningham.
McKaylon Wilson and Taylor
Futrell each played but did not
'score

Heather Adams led Graves
with seven points.
Calloway was scheduled to
return to action tonight at Reidland
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Gilbert Great
ARENAS SCORES 60 AS WIZARDS OUTLAST LAKERS

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
He was driving the lane, twisting his body and lofting in
impossible-looking layups at
weird angles off the glass,
popping 3-pointers at critical
times, drawing fouls and scoring at a record clip.
Fairly commonplace on the
Lakers' floor, where Kobe
Bryant scored 84 points in
one game last season. This
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AP
Washington guard Gilbert
Arenas bows to the crowd
after the buzzer in the Wizards' 147-141 victory over the
SunLos Angeles Lakers
day. Arenas scored 60 points
in the game.

and they're just terrible shots
Awful.
"You make them and they 're
unbelievable shots. 1 don't get
a chance to play him much,
so I haven't gotten used to
that mentality of just chucking it up there. He made sonic
big ones, but I'll be ready
next time."
Chamberlain, who played
for the Warriors in Philadelphia and San Francisco and
then for the 76ers before joining the Lakers, scored 60 or
more points against them seven
times, the last a 65-point out
ing in 1966.
Lakers coach Phil Jackson
said Arenas was spectacular
"He made a lot of different shots. drives, 3-pointers,
and still had that energy left
to finish that game off," Jackson said.
Bryaat, coming off a 53-point performance his previtius game, went 15-of-24 from
the floor and 8-of-I0 from the
line.
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— also against the Lakers in
overtime — when the Wizards were the Baltimore Bullets.
In other NBA games Sunday, it was: Houston 108, the
Los Angeles Clippers 103:
Toronto 120, Golden State 115;
Utah 104. Indiana 94; and
Detroit 97, Seattle 93.
Arenas went 17-of-32 from
the floor, including 5-01-12
from 3-point range. He made
21 of his 27 free throws and
had eight assists and eight
rebounds. Forty-three of his
points came after halftime.
"It was bound to happen."
Arenas said. "I'm a scorer, so
I was going to have one of
those days where I was clicking. Most of the time when
I've scored 46 in three quarters, we were blowing the
other team out, so I didn't
get to play in the fourth.
"But tonight was that time.
It was a close game and I stayed
in. I found the rhythm. especially in the fourth quarter
and in overtime, and I never
looked back."
His previous high was 47.
against Miami last Dec. 30.
Asked about Arenas' performance, Bryant said, "First
of all, he shot 27 free throws.
We as a team shot 30. Think
about that."
Washington shot 60 free
throws and made 47.
"But him individually, it's
funny," Bryant said. "He doesn't seem to have much of a
conscience. I really don't think
he does. Some of the shots
he took tonight, you miss those,
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Onc owner, 5,352 actual miles, Sterling gray with gray
soft top and black leather interior.
Suggested retail price was $40,770.00
includes 5-speed, convertible,
premium pkg., sport pkg., heated front seats,
Xenon headlights & more...
Plus any remaining factory warranty.

SALE PRICE - $29,000

aie
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-CMC, INC.
IPUNHEY.4

wn

HOW TO DO BUSINESS WITH US..,

I. Drive By and See Us at Hwy. 641 South Murray, KY 2. Coil Us
(270) 753-2617 or Toll Free at 1-800 207-9516 3 Fax Us 01 (270) 753-1629
4 E mail Shelia of Sheloo dwatntay1or corn Tax, title and tag not included
NEW SALE HOURS: MONDAY-FRIDAY, 8 A.M.-6 P.M.• SATURDAY
3 A.M.-5 P.M.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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Now hiring Cook.s
& Dishwashers.
Apply in person
Mon-Fri
616 N. 12th Street,
Murray
No phone cuffs.
please.

Human Resources
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax: (270) 762-1905
e-mail: lifoley@murrayhospital.org
Visit our web site at
www.murrayhospital.org
Equal Opportunm Employer
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ADVERTISING NOIICE
Calloway County Fiscal Court desires Is offer a one
day electronics equipment collection event for the
collection, transportation, appropriate dismantling,
salvage. sale, reuse, ander recycling of electronic
equipment(E-scrapi from residential and local business generators in the city of Murray in Calloway
County, Kentucky. This will be in conjunction with
the 'Make • Difference Day event held at the
Murray State University Football Stadium parking
lot on Saturday, January 13. 2007. approximately
9-00 A.M.-1700 PM local time.
Calloway County is working in partnership with the
Kentucky Division of Waste Management funded by
an U.S. EPA grant for the development and Implementation of this event and is responsible for appropriate agreementecontracts.
Interested contractors shall provide Calloway
County with the following
Collection Event Description
E-scrap Handling Plan
Contractor Qualifications
The contractor shall offer a fixed, lump ivum price
The fixed price shall include ALL costs for the collection at the site, any equipment to be provided, transportation from the site to selected destination, and
the dismantling, salvage, and/or recycling of the collected equipment
The contractor selected shall provide
Hold harmless Agreement with Event Organisers
Certificates of Insurance
Poet Collection Reports
For details of the contract agreement e-mail
ritatturtonfecourray-ky net
Mailing Address: Calloway County Fiscal Crrurl
Rita Burton, Solid Waste Coordinator
101 South Etth Street
Murray, KY 42071
E-mail: ritaburtontarnurrat-ty net
Phone:(270) 769-3649
Interested vendors must respond by December 28.
2008 if you intend to bid on this project. Any project
about this document moat be in writing using email
Thomas. Heilteky gov or United States Postal
Service.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
HOTOSHOP lessons
70-345-3103
,upervisionstuchos co

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to ?Ind,
'Cause we all haw
Furry Of Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
LOST: Wallet, sold
blaCk. Myers Ikenes
belongs to Janet
Ashby. If found mil
762-9989

CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
Street.
15th
South
Murray_
CLERICAL part-time
(Murray office)
Monday. Thursday.
and Fnday EIAM-5PM
Please send resume
to: 415 Broadway,
Paducah. KY 42001
CONSTRUCTION
protect manager/eatimato( for established
general contractor
Construction asp
required Please submit resume to
McKinney Construction
Company. 317 East
State Line Rd. South
Fulton, TN 38257
guard
SECURITY
opening Murray area
Full time and part erne
available. Must be

dependaale and av
able to mark sveskende
Fax resume to
444-0389

41•4117•111

You are restranstble for the deductible that
Medicare does not pee WU as Part A. 11124 on
Part B Call me for more indermatasa
FRU IMP 04(14DI PILING FOS MIT CILIENT9

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

— PREPLANNING

-Delle
,Willoughby
Pre- Aresegveret .I;perseirsr

Foster Parents
Needed S3SLIay to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour cnsis intervention
and weekly in home
support Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293
FULL OR PART lime
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
FULL time & part time
positions
available.
person.
Apply
in
Kroztown
Academy,
810 Whitnell Ave. For
inquines call 761-54,39
IMMEDIATE full-time
opening for a nurse
practitioner or physician assistant in a busy
family practice setting.
Benefits package available. Send resume with
references to: Richard
H. Crouch, M.D., 300
South 8th Street, 301E.
Murray. KY 42071
Licensed Electricians
needed for work in
Murray Ky area
(812)838-0125
NETWORK TECNNICIAWTELECONFERENCtNG CENTER
DIRECTOR, Murray
State University. Fulltime position with benefits. Bachelor's
degree in computer
related field required.
Must have one year
experience in current
operation systems
(Linux and Windows).
ICPIP networking.
Microsoft Active
Directory. Additional
college exchanged for
experience requirement. Salary $1736
per hour. Click on
*Employment- at
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information. Request application at 270-809-2147
or apply at Human
Resources. Murray
State University, 404
Sparks Hall. Murray.
KY 42071-3312.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply
EEO, INF/D. AA
empkwer.

UR IISUMP

talS.
Opportunity to earn
$50.000+ a year
plus benefits

POICIME
FINIS
al looking for 2
Success Oriented

individuals. Sales
experience a bonus
but we train. Call for
an ageoinenent ask
for Al or Ron

270-217-113,11

CLINICAL PHARMACIST
Henry County Medical

Center is seeking a

Clinical Pharmacist. The Clinical Pharmacist is
responsible for the safe and effective distnbulion of medication and the daily monitoring of
patient therapy. Must be able to provide clinical
drug information to physicians, patients, and
other health care professionals.
Interested candidates must be licensed in
Tennessee and have a BS or Phami D degree.
Must possess the ability to communicate information with poise and effectiveness on both a
common and professional level. Prefer candidate with a minimum of 1 year hospital
Pharmacy experience.

benefit

and salary packWe offer and excellent
age including health, vimon, dental, and retirement. Interested candidates should send a
resume or apply in person
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cewen@hcmc4n.org
hots] f)fpwttenitr, Umplotv

Avoid intlatkinary cum

WI Stephens
or Julie .Brown at

Call

753-1916

liEllICAL CENTER
Full Time LPN, RN or CMA needed for busy
office setting. Excellent benefits and compensation package offered. Applicants may apply
mperson or send resume to

Primary Care Medical Center
Medical Arts Building. Suite 480W
300 South 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071

We will be accepting applications at the Carter
Discovery Center on Wednesday. December 20,

2006, from 8:00am to 4:30pm for
production/manufacturing/light industnal positions. To be considered for employment please
bnng two forms of identification one that will
establish your identity and one that establishes
your nght to work in this country Drug screen
and background screen may he required
EOE •

WF/D/V

NURSE AIDE
hAM
Full Time (OPM
Prefer expenerx-e hut will train If you enjoy
working with the elderly, we have both a
pleasant atmosphere and good working
conditions Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge
ROE
L505 Stadium View Drive

Numeritex Displays.

Inc.. 4rnerwa'c fastest

growing LEI) sign display company, has immediate openings for production work Must he detail
Soldering experience a plus Send
resume to Production Supervisor. Nementes

oriented

Displays, Inc.,

150

Palm Itieftl

Ankles
For Sete

SEEKING full or part
time sob, odd iobs, light
lifting. 762-0029

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite system
Amenca's Top 60
channels tor only
519 99/mo Get your
choice of HBO.
Cinemax, Stan, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE DYIR Of
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901

WILL manage rental
property Have maintenance service 7 years
expenence
270-227-0375

CLEANING houses is
business
Cat
my
Linda H 759-9553
D's cleaning services.
753-3802
TO sit with elderly.
270-527-1469

ER.
$800 Dell New. 800
flat screen $550
436-6063
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
110
Stant to Buy

Box M. Murray. KY 42071

BUYING US silver
Coins Paying up to 10
times face value arid
other US Currency
(270)293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used retngerators. electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners.
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
JUNK oars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633

HD Televisions
Come
by
Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HO
Televisions
Plasma, LCD. DIP, &
CRTs. Brands
by
Toshiba. Sony. LG.
Zenith. & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers
&
TV
carts
Beasley TV 759-0901
LADIES 14k yellow
gold diamond nng
(clusters design) 2
carat $1,000 Call
293-9652
SERVICE pole. $250.
Truck topper. S100. Old
Yazoo mower, good
engine. $400. Riding
mower. $250 Ashley
entertainment
curio
center. $300 978-1213
SURPRISE the lady in
your Me with this
STUNNING 1.5 carat.
platinum wedding set
The engagement ring's
is
center
diamond
Marquise cut with 3
diamond baguettes on
each side Wedding
band has row of diamonds inset on the
band Paid $4.000,.11
take 51,500 080
270-227-0067
VACUUM cleaners.
bags, bees, and
hoses Jerry's Sporting
Goods. Mayfield, KY
2"O-247-4704

92 Cougar, V-8. tach.
sun-roof, new transmission. NC, tires.
loaded 82.575 000
Washer 753-4109
BOWFLEX Extreme
horns gym. St 200
OBO, Me new 7538439(731)336-2672
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellows, 1 size 8 blue 1150
each. 270-492-8614

Applemet

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S
r•-•v

Ird • Murray 10 4201
s Adnr,

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguld Drive • Murray, 10 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Nccepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

..6

TANGLEWOOD
APARTMENTS
t,so Lewes Dime, Murray. KJ 420NOW AVAILABLE:
Two Bedroom 54.14
• Free Cable • Washer. Dryer. Range, Dtstreashc7
Refrigerator •All Electric • Central Heat kit
• Carpet/Cenou, Tile • Patio/Deck
Call Joy. for details 270 782 1044
Or 270-804-0850
TTY0 800-648-6056
Some restrictions appls
160
Norm Fendellege
OAK desk, hutch and
ctier, excellent condition, only 4 years old
New sells for $1,600.
selling for $850 Call
293-3166

Scots Hwang*
r
III

sale or rent 46
16X80 on 8/10 acre.
S450/month
rent.
Rosemary Reiner
270-210-4756
NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866

Accepting tor consignment sale good, dean
working sports gym
egs_4
1663
ceess.

$110 per month NOM(
homes arty 492-6486

MOTORCYCLE
helmets. lockets. boots &
Jerry's
saddlebags
Goods.
Sporting
Mayfield. KY
270-247-4704

1 & 2 bdr opts No pens
Leers a message
270-753-1970
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LARGE

WASHER done 2000
Frigidaire Good oancliFOR eels Smiled numhs' 5225 753-5446
ber of copies of
Calloway County
[
1111Peere
Pidortal HIMory and
Calloway County
Firmly History books
LIKE new; VIIIIIarive
Excellent Christmas
Brothers SONO 0411
gas Cal
country diens room
750-4938 or 783-2350
erit 48- resell IOW
with 2 *frees lhat
Moving-Bate House
6 theirs.
extends
of furniture and
den. cabinet
appliances 2000
901-21144079 daytime
Dodge Ram 1500
711 447-514 between
71.000 mate
S-8PM
731-247-5046

REPOS', Singlewsde &
douniewtdes
Prices
stashed to move by the
end of the year Call
nowt 731-584-9109

38R S275 753-6012
1952 Ford 8N tractor %I./
4 5 foot bush hog and
$2,400
box blade
2'41-OW 3

SELECTION
UM CD APPLIANE

(2N) 7531713

2-3l1

Set up Pre- Thane Trust

and place your ad today!

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

Pr
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I ock in price tingle pay or
payment plan
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SUPPLEMENT
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Murray Calloway County Hospital has
openings at its Spring Ova Health Care
Facility for Certified Nursing Assistants.
Openings are for full time and part-time.
If you are a C.N.A. and interested in
working for one of the largest facilities
Kentucky with excellent benefits you
may send your resume to:

wa..i

Lou V. McGary
!her, Your Pidu-t Pay mos.
4ethe Deductibles,
'

CERTIFIED NURSING
ASSISTANTS

cstearra,

INSURANCE

tabrig

41•06,41Am a %MIS

HOSPITAL.

SPRING CREEK HEALTH
CARE FACILITY

al pease

rc

c.

IOUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECT

HOLIDAY
Special,
'
New 3 BR 2 BA SW
fireplace garden tub
payments under $360
w a c Call nowill
731-564-4926
MUST seem 3
Bedroom. 2 Bath dot,
berarlde web. meows
deka* appliances
weal in closets,
"Onti
$49.1105,0
731-584-0429

i BR partial
paid, partially furnished
$2116 00 per month •
deposit 7524456
OR ad ortm mew
downtown
Murray
~leg W
753-4109
IBA apaitment
pets allowed. 7834221
2elt spertments available Greet latellion. 1
year knee. 1 month
deposit. no Pess

153-2006
apitlk
410:12.1A
anon ow** hvA
Ask about move-e•
free dunes Coleman
P11753-8080

ct.ti§to

MeV Very
EXCELLENT
nice 2ta Indtales
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starear
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$'0 00 7834,1111
791141111 Mtlies
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Meet the Babies
of 2006!
Share your precious new
arrival by submitting
a photo ofyour
baby born in 2006.

ACTUAL SIZE OF SPACE

ri

NAME

GIRL

Maren Elizabeth Dunn

OF CHILD

June 22, 2006
8 lbs • 20'
Robert & Brooke Dunn

Date of Birth:

Send $10 payment, photo,
name of baby, date of birth,
weight & length, parents' names*
and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Murray Ledger & Times

Weight:
Length:
Name of
Parents:

Babies 2006
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Phone

• no other information

will be listed.

Publication Date: 1/17/07
Deadline to submit photo and information: 1/9/07
For more information, call
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown at 753-1916

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

LIKE new, 1BR apt. all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr. Available in
January. 270-435-4382
or leave message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2611 $340.00
36R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED.OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1811 $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668

2B11 house. lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109
2611 lake front property
with deep water dock
$700 month 759-9046
436-5258
2t3fiTiBA. stove.
triage. Hwy
280/Sc.aggs. Rd.
270-753-0259
BR, 2 Bath. fenced
yard in quiet neighborhood in town Stove.
refrigerator. washer.
drier. new paint & carpet..5 minutes to
University. lease. references, deposit. $875
rnd. 767-0943
31351 house on Oakhill
Dr. $675 per month
293-7738 or 293-1446

remodeled
NEWLY
inside & out. New paint,
new carpet, new heat &
air. 415 S. 10th. $395.
3611 apartment, no
pets 759-4696,
293-3710

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
.,Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

&SPIN
DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
FULL blooded German
puppies.
Shepherd
$150 firm.
(270)227-4833

Commonest Prop. For Rot

4.700 square feet o
commercial
retai
space 1/2 block west o
court square on Main
Street
Available
February 2007 or soonant needed. 753-0132.
293-6692. 293-7952
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905.
293-1480
OFFICE or retail space
available 700 to 1,400
sq ft 400 N 4th St
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018

I Buy: running/fixable
cars, trucks, vans,
SUVs, ATVs. RVs,
farm/construction
equipment, campers,
big riding mewswei
tillers, utility trailers.
Cash paid.
270-970-1010
'94 Chevy Cavalier.
Metallic blue, no dings,
blue intenor, 6 disc CO
changer, spare tire, 4
cylinder, nice car. Call
227-0246 or 753-3915
after 4:00PM

50 Acres
Lynn Grove
485 ft road frontage
city Ps
395 Lavvreare Rd.

753-9132
753-6611

All Real Estate adverised in the newspape
s subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national ongin.
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination_ This newspaper
not knowingly
will
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."
Haley Professional
Appraising
-tor what it's worth(270)759-4218

‘11 RI 1 MA 1+1,s
Sits) Location.
kns ('cinditiiin('ash or 'terms
701-11M11..
46631

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-inside climate control
storage
•Securtty alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring
Carpet, Vinyl,
Hardwood, Laminate.
293-9340

VARIES'OF 4004 FORW
BOY

AFFORDABLE Tree
Service Topping, tree
removal, and dean-up
Licensed and insured.
Full line of equipment.
Thanks for your business. Happy Holidays.
270-247-2442,
270-970-2322

5 acre lot for sale 1
mile west from the
Murray Country
Club. 402.03 ft. of
road frontage.

270-293-0371
Farms For Salo
2 story house. constructed in 2003, 3 bed
rooms. 2 5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn.
Call 435-4748
Messes
1 to 300 acres. West
Owner
Calloway
financing
489-2116.
leave message
35 Acres wr 1r2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 604 1348. 8.7
miles from 841 & 4
miles from Karnak&
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.

460
Homes For SIM
51 Orlon Court
FSBO. 3BR. 264, 2400
Sq.Ft.
With 5.5 acres, lust off
Hwy 80
Jacuzzi tub. Many
recent upgrades
Attached garage, central h/ac.
sunroom.
Beautiful
deck, basement
Won't last' $199,000
See listing AWM3005
at www.owners.com
Call for appointment 761-HOME
155 Seth Lane
Completely
Remodeled, 4611,
2.5BA. 2000+ Sq. Ft.
Manufactured Home
on 1 acre lot, large
deck.Priced to sell at
$75,000. See listing
AWM2105 at
wwwowners.com.
Call for appointment 761-HOME

Used Trucks
2001 Dodge Sports
4x4. V6. red, great condition.
Phone
(2701753-1308
2000 Ford Ranger
XLT, V-6, 4X4, supercab, 4-dr. 74.000
miles, bed liner, tinted
windows, cruise-p/d1p1w. AM/FM CD-Cass,
running boards, black.
real nice truck. $9,200.
- (270)227-5171
(731)247-3254 after
4pm

ADORABLE 2bed/1ba
on large wooded lot at
198 Browns Grove Rd
in Lynn Grove. New
central H/AC. City
water. All appliances
including w/d. Large
laundry room, storage
building. Priced in
570s. (270)293-2664
FOR sale and/or lease:
3 Bedroom brick house
at 4424 Hwy. 641 N. in
Murray. Sale price
$99.900: or 1 year minimum lease at $600 per
month plus deposit.
Call 800-542-2827 or
931-964-0182. Both
are "firm" pricings.

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding.
**FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk.net

Imimi
DEBI I: 1 1111
Vit. will Ism Vii
liottss.
our isavninnt•
Call 761--1;:s
ask for Kristin.

Utalty VoNclus
'01 Tahoe IT, very
nice, must see Call
(270)978-3023

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, Dec. 19, 2006:
,ear presents opportunities
Picking and choosing the right
ones can define the next 11
years. You will be entering a
which,
decisive period in
because of your choices, you
will point the way to your future.
You will be generally lucky and
land on your feet, like scat with
rune lives. Fall 2007, you enter a

new Ii-year luck cycle. You also
might have let go of a lot of what
hasn't worked. If you are single,
you will meet someone who
might not be quite as he or she
represents him- or herself to be.
Back out if necessary. If you are
attached, making more private
time together could be instrumental. SAGITTARIUS often
pushes you hard.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-WI 19)
***** Take in new vistas and
be open to dynamic change or
opportunities. Sometimes it
might be a touch nsky to take a
Calloway
leap of faith. Don't make it a big
deal. Discover just how imporTrash Service
tant a key friend is. Tonight. Walk
•AUTOMATED BILLING
in a new direction.
NI CONTAINERS AVAIL
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
S RATES STARTING AT
Si &MO
***** Sometimes you might
7614740 293-41148
want to understand with greater
depth those key people in your
life. Ask questions more often
DIXON COMPUTER
and explore different ideas. Your
CONNECTION
openness heads you down a
I „mimict ro.ithol• soh,ii
new path. Tonight: Make it close
• or loodint.....
II
and make it intimate.
%.5.11 pct. hour
GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
***** You have a lot to say
270-227-1057
)(mitt.
and, happily, draw a huge audience. Be willing to talk about
your dreams and long-term
desires. Allow life to take on a
new dimension. Add enthusiasm
and your vision to the mix.
Tonight: So many people, so
many places.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You'll get a lot accomplished, and quite quickly at that.
Your sense of humor emerges
Cleaning when dealing with others. You
DAVID'S
Services
quickly get down to basics.
"We Specialize in Understand your limits and what
Cleaning"
might be a special opportunity
.Vinyl Siding & Fencing Tonight: Easy does it.
-Mobile Homes
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•Bnck
***** You might want to
•All External Cleaning
understand more of what is hap•Acid Cleaning
pening than in the past. Your
VW,
Avaliabse
10111'11110tgeS' v7911-80thil"
•We Use Hot Water laughter, silliness and brain•Parking Lots &
storming. The unexpected takes
Driveways
a toll on a partner or close assoDavid Borders
ciate. Help this person with solid
(270)527-7176
thinking. Tonight: Fun and
games.
DNJ HANDYMAN
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
We do all the odd jobs **** Anchor in, knowing your
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roots,
decks.
293-5438

Doan Electrical
Services

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

& bee Arlan liklittons.
Derail t Pseta5 Deus, silks,
Innen Maim & Awls

MANAGEMENT

JOE'S JOBS

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE AI PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

Commission Rate
When Selling Your Home'

112 N 12111 • Morin? • 270.75••8780
wow cnonobellrcaltc corn

• weekk
;di pi,kups
• locally ov.ned/operated

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work

& bowel
Ihmelemed
•Comissercial
•Imelosielid *Remodel
Cdfilde Adams
)243-6142

IN • UM d!• 1.1 • MI • MI
WI
• MI
MI .• MI • MI MIS • OM .
Illr

HMI's WASTE

759-1151 • 2934783
293-2784

A-1 Stun-, • •-•
FuNy insured
437-3044.

•••

Jacquelin* Rigor Is on the
Internet at http://www.lacqueIln•bigar,com.
(c) '2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Where Girls Grow Strom

GUN
repair, gun
sales. 1539 West
Broadway. Mayfield.
KY, 270-247-6100

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service . Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.

A to B Moving Lotai
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-41 56

BORN TODAY
Singer Edith Piet (1915). actor
Kristy Swanson (1969), actress
Alyssa Milano (1972)

1-800-363-4720

G&T Homebuilders
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satistaciion guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

choices and what MN happen
You come from a solid perspective, yet you're not exactly sure
what would be best. A now
beginning stems from another's
quirkiness. Listen to feedback
Tonight Happy as a cat.
USRA OWL 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your playfulness IS
easily expressed if you now. An
abrupt turnabout needs to be
taken in stride rather than reacted to. You MR find that many
people want feedback. Share
Ideas and allow your creativity to
flourish Tonight Chat up a
storm.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Expenses could be awesome, but don't take a risk or
gamble, even if you feel it would
be helpful. Walk the conservative
path, and you will be much happier. Stay centered, but be a
cynic with ideas. Tonight- Go
over must expenditures. Do you
need to make an adjustment?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You are all smiles, for
good reason. You might want to
try something differently or
approach a situation en a more
dynamic manner. Share your
ideas, knowing you are heading
down a new path_ Tonight All
smiles.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Know when to step back
and do the unexpected. You
might want to understand more
of what motivates others and
yourself The unexpected forces
you to step back and think
Listen as well. Tonight Answers
are forthcoming for those who
remain quiet.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Aim for more of what
you want, and be ready to head
in another direction. Zoom in on
what works for you, what might
feel nght. Loosen up in the company of a fnend or a group of
pals. Tonight: Happy as can be.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might need to gain a
perspective and some insight
Once you do, you might question
how you could have stayed on
the path you were on. Your imagination provides many solutions
and ideas. Tap into this resource
Tonight: A must appearance.

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

'ill I Iii
767-0433 • 350-0954

.4. ti V4. 41
!MUM' 4.144

!. ail

FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506

Jacisslimo Blear

Do you need help with your
401(k) rollover?
We can help you understand your options and make your retirement
money work for you Consider a Woodmen of the World IRA for your
4011kIrollover
Shells K. Crouse

OCk.

Scotia It IslittiS
7.53-4344• 227-44

Mi 4•0411

MITCH1 1 I
ROM - Ii (it
• Comm. Res.
• Winter Rena,
• Free Estimates
• Licensed Insured
270-217-8987

FREE TV older model.
26" console RCA,
good picture, bad
power button 7594284

-VVOODMEN111.
WORLD

wir
n•ki"?'"inati
"
753-4741
louroxy
Wordily. r4tin WOrld
Honir Ofrxr Orono *Nada
no. woodmen nrc
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I. years ago
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coemey was hoaxed by the magistrates of Calloway County Fiscal Court when they named a
road after him. Ray Coursey Dnve
Is located off the eastern pan of
Olive Street and is in the city
tunas, but is owned by the county as pan of property acquired
for the recently completed county jail.
Inhigh school basketball
games. Murray Lady Tigers won
64-38 and Tigers won 60-58 over
the Comets teams from Carlisle
County. High scorers were Jeanne
Maddox and Kenney Hammonds
tor Tigers and Ember Hoskins
and Todd Shoemaker for Comets.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCuan
will be married 50 years Dec
22.
24 years ago
Calloway County High School
Speech team placed fourth in the
Mid-Western National Forensic
Tournament, sponsored by Princeton High School at Cincinnati.
Ohio. Competing in the tournament were 98 schools and 1,200
students.
The Rev. W. Andrew Tresathan was installed as vicar of
Si John's Episcopal Church on

Dec. 17.
Births reported include a girl
to Rosemane and David Dunning, a boy to Robin and James
Davidson. a girt to Nancy and
Ronald McDaniel and a boy to
Tammy and Shane Edwards. Dec
1.3. a girl to TAITIMIC and Mark
Higgins, Dec. 14

30 years ago
Dr. Hugh Houston was honored for his 40 years of medical
service at the annual banquet of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital medical staff and the hospital's board of commissioners.

Patsy Massey, RCT and an
enksloyee of the Murray-C_alloway
County Hospital and Convalescent Division, became the third
gallon blood donor in the twoyear history of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Blood Bank.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hewes.
Nov. 24. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Koenecke and a girl to St.
and Mrs. Kenneth Horn, Nov.
30.
44 years ago
Pfc. Kim Wallis has been
assigned to action with the United Stairs Menne Corps in Vietnam
Bobby Grogan has been named
as chairman of the fund drive
for the Calloway County March
of Dimes Campaign.
In the Calloway County High
School Invitational Basketball
Tournament. Calloway Lakers won
77-52 over Sedalia Lions and Mayfield Cardinals won 63-53 over
Hickman County Falcons. High
scorer for the Lakers was Clayton Hargrove.
SO yews ago
Army Pvt. Joe M. Hutson is
serving with the First Infantry
Division at Fort Riley, Kan.
In high school basketball
games, Murray Training Colts
won 70-66 over Hazel Lions with
high scorers being Marshall for
Colts and Curd for Lions. North
Marshall Jets won 95-72 over
Almo Warriors with high scorers
being Wilson for Jetts and Pntchen for Warriors. Murray Tigers
won 59-54 over Trigg County
Wildcats with high scorers being
Hill for Tigers and Finley for Wildcats; New Concord Redbirds won
75-64 over Kirksey Eagles with
high scorers being Buchanan for
Redbirds and Darnell for Eagles.

CONKS/ FEATURES
Husband hurt by radio D.J.
should just tune him out
DEAR
ABBY: I
never
thought I would smite to you.
but several moods ago my wife
learned that a Di at the local
radio station was an old high
school acquaintance After swapping several C-1111116, the man
used to seduce my wife. He
didn't do it
in a way that
could get him
into trouble.
but his intentions
were
very clear.
My wife
called
him
and blasted
him, telling
him she has
been happily
By Abigail
married for
Van Buren
16 years_
This DJ
works for my wife's favorite radio
station, and every time she listens to this station a little bit
of my heart breaks because she
knows how I feel about this
incident. Should I ask her to
stop listening to this station -thereby punishing my wife, who
is entirely innocent in this matter -- or keep my mouth shut
and hope the hurting will someday stop? Any advice you can
offer will be appreciated, as I
have been troubled by this for
some time. -- ACHYBREAKY
HEART IN MAINE
DEAR ACHY-BREAKS': I'm
sorry you were hurt by the lechery of that presumptuous DJ.
but please understand that this
had nothing to do with you.
Your wife discouraged his
advances. The fact that she likes

Dear Ablby

TsIaytnIIsWy
By The Aaaodated Press
Today is Monday, Dec 18, the
152nd day of 2006 There are 13
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:

On Dec 18. 1944. in a pair
of rulings, the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld the wartime relocation of
lapanese-Americans, but also said
undeniably loyal Americans of
Japanese ancestry could not continue to be detained.
On this date
In 1787. New Jersey became

EI A Eli Nr

the third state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution
In 1865. the 13th Amendment
to the Constitution. abolishing slavery. was declared in effect.
In 1892, Tchaikovsky's ballet
-The Nutcracker" publicly premiered in St. Petersburg, Russia.
In 1940, Adolf Hitler signed a
secret directive ordenng preparations for a Nazi invasion of the
Soviet Union. (Operation Bar-

barossa was launched in June

In 1956, Japan was admitted
to the United Nations

In 1956, the controversial movie
"Baby Doll." starring Carroll
Baker. was released.
In 1956. the panel game show
"To Tell the Truth" debuted on
CBS TV
In 1972, the

United States
began heavy bombing of North
Vietnamese targets durtng the Vietnam War. iThe bombardment ended
12 days later

I 94 I .

'SOD

YAY! SANTA DIDN'T BRIN6 US
EVERYTUIN6 WE ASKED FORI1

the programa** an that particular stance dowel mess she's
attracted to the dime jockey. At
this pout. you're leaking aisonatun out of a molehill. You woe.
He's the loser. Forget about it.
WOO

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I have been through a lot
this past year. We found out
my stepson, 'Tim,' was molesting young children Three of
his victims am close family members. Our enure family has been
through some traumatic tunes trying to deal with this Tim is
currently in a foster home for
young adults. He wants to come
home and for everyone to forgive him.
As you might expect, my
husband is taking this extremely hard. He also wants his son
home. 1 gave him an ultimatum. If Tim comes home, I will
leave him. Was that wrong? That
boy literally destroyed my family.
do want Tim to get help,
but he has been cheating the
system and not taking the treatment in his hurry to get back
here. Also, he has lied about other
victims. Is there hope? - - NEEDING ANSWERS IN UTAH
DEAR
NEEDING
ANSWERS: My heart goes out
to your husband. It is understandable that he would want
his son to come home. However. you were right to give him
the ultimatum -- especially if
you have children in the household -- and if necessary you
should follow through. Your stepson is a predator, and no young
child is safe around him. He
needs supervision and therapy.
The fact that he has mot been
honest with the people who are
trying to help him indicates that
he needs to be exactly where

he is.

Monday, Decamise l& 1111111 • 711

Common drug causes
severe reaction
oily as well as the Blood Cutter of Mahone have done
shin cramps for many yews. elegem mean* one dus
I sin an otherwise healthy 4, medical pliesioaesson. and they
year-oldfemale who has used
tell me it is all too comailane
qUiltlAt Off and On tot nearly
that patients abruptly devislop
30 years. To make a tong story a hypersensitivity to einise.
short,
I
I thought since so amity peobecame
ple read your colume. it tireald
extremely ill
be good for you so he your
with what I
readers know this
thought was
DEAR MADER:I aim puba
stomach
Intuits your hue as a reminder
DEAR DR. GOTT: I. too,
have suffered from toe and

Or. Gott
By
Dr Peter Gott

virus I had
taken a quinine tablet
that eyelash;
before

went to bed
because my

were
toes
beginning to
cramp from the cold After
two visits to the doctor later
that week, they assured me I
was Just suffering from a stomach virus However. I realized
dreadfully
something
was
wrong. so my husband had to
literally carry me to an urgentcare facility, where they tested my blood and discovered
I had almost no platelet count
and a hemoglobin of 8. I was
rushed to the hospital, adnutted, and a nightmare ordeal
that lasted over six months

had begun. I was diagnosed
with quinine-induced thrombotic thrombocropenic purpura ITT?). My kidneys shut
down completely, my pancreas
became inflamed, and I was
on dialysis for months I could
have had a stroke or a heart
attack as well. I am thankful
to have recovered almost completely now. Quinine is a wonderful drug for most leg-cramp
sufferers, but my hematologists at Wake Forest Univer-

to the public that "mune Is
not always a benign drug. it

an lead to very sedum wesequences on occee/10411 Thanks
for sharing your event:sax
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
wife and I ate Osten your
no-flour. no-sisou ANL Poo&
of my wife ant SAN her that
we should not be eseiej cixn,

carrot%

imahroataa. polatota

tw any

ode, Able tespitshie
I believe this is incorrect Please

comment

DEAR READER: No flout.
no sugar is oast that 1 do ROI
prohibit white vegetal**
If you would like more odormemo on the diet. such as
food lists, meal planners and
recipes. I recommend my book
"Dr. Goa's No Flour. No Sugar
Diet." You can purchase it at
most bookstores or directly
from die publisher by phone
at (800) 605-7176 or online
at www.quilldnverbooks corn
Doctor Gott is a practicing physician and the author
of the new book -Dr. Gott's
No Flour, No Sugar Diet."
Driver
Books.
Quill
www.quilldriserbooks.com;
I -80O-b05-7l7i.
Copyright 20011. Newspaper Enterprise A.
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DEAR ABBY: When I
learned that my 16-year-old son
and his friends were high on
marijuana at school. I reported
them all to the administration,
As a result, they were suspended from school for eight days.
His friends' parents are furious
with me, and now I am beginning to question whether I did
the right thing.
My friends tell me I was
right to do what I did. My son
said I should have left his friends
out of it. Apparently their smoking has been ongoing, and I do
not believe it would have stopped
unless they faced disciplinary'
action. By the way. I am a middle school teacher. What do you
think? -- SECOND-GUESSING
MYSELF IN SOUTH CAROLINA
DEAR SECOND-GUESSING: While I don't approve of
minors getting high on anything,
your solution was needlessly Draconian. Your son's friends' parents are angry because you did
not consult them before reporting their children and allow
them the option of handling the
matter themselves. Frankly. I
sec their point. I think you
jumped the gun. and you owe
them an apology.
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Pass
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Opening lead — ace of hearts
We ma all take solace from some
of the hands played at the highest
levels of the game. This deal, for
example, took place in the match
between Great Rrnain and the l tined
Stales in 1955, and demonstrates
how far from par the experts can
stray esen in a world championship.
WIWI. the British were NorthSouth, the bidding went as shown.
Kenneth honstam bid one diamond.
and Bons Schapiro Jumped to two
hearts Schapiro was trs ing for a
slam, of course. and Isonstam went

along with the idea tss leaping to four
diamonds in an auempt to show a
respectable opening hid contatrung a
self-sufficient sun
It is sot keepers whether
schapixo's four notrump bid was
intended as Riad.,wood Howeser
Konstarn interpreted tins nommen,
his raise to sok Indicates he dui not
treat the bid as asking for aces.
Keene' 'RUM bave tIteeglbr
that a tise-diamond resasorise, show
trig one ace, would not do his hand
justice, eorroderirig the number of
winning tricks he had At any ran,
six notrump became the contract.
whereupon the American E.st led the
A -K of hearts to defeat the slain
Al the ether table, the American
pair of William Rosen and Milton
Hamby aim ed al the slaTIC contract'
Rosen opened the South hand with
three notrump ("gambling-1. show ing a long, solid minor with not
much else on the side, and F lienbs
raised him to six
Ellestro was loopiest there would
he either a legitimate play for the
slam or that the detente would make
the wrong opening lead The latter
with was granted when the I nglish
West led the jack of spades, and
Rosen made all I. tricks
So the Americas team gamed
1.0'0 points on the deal Roth tears
missed the ice-cold cis-diamond
contract

Tomorraw: The obligatory finesse
cos 1,ns traturn Svorhatar
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1 Resinous
deposit
4 Bird song
9 And, to Fritz
12 Have the au
13 Some peers
14 - - few
rounds
IS tacisscowi rams

Orn70.
17 Big scissors
19 More, in
Matamoros
20 Discover
21 Mulduk
23 West Coast at
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24 Blocky heel
Bruin great
28 Novelist
-Ambler
30 Accords and
Beetles
31 Oui, in Span
32 Theme altar
34 Arsenic.
in the lab
35 - of honor

37 Plaything
38 Virtuoso
39 Nasty Sigh
41 SUNNI* at

42
43 concies
Byron's works
45 Lingerie IleM
443 Biala
48
51 shact
Chaatad a lime
52 Mistake
54 Bastille Day
season
55 Those in office
56 Oats (Jager
57 Close relative
DOWN
1 Permissive
Travel chowe

2
3
4
5
6

Dun
So-so grades
Possessed

Urns cousin
7 Felling that
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Va. parishes vote to split from Episcopal church
FAIRFAX, Va. (AP) — Two of
the most prominent and largest Episcopal parishes in Virginia voted overwhelmingly Sunday to leave The Episcopal Church and join fellow Anglican conservatives forming a rival
denomination in the U.S.
Truro Church in Fairfax and The
Falls Church in Falls Church plan to
place themselves under the leadership of Anglican Archbishop Peter
Akinola of Nigeria, who has called
the growing acceptance of gay relationships a "satanic attack" on the

church.
Truro rector Martyn Minns was
consecrated a bishop by the Church
of Nigeria earlier this year to lead
Akinola's Convocation of Anglicans
in North America.
'This has been our spiritual home,
so separating is very hard," Minns
said at a news conference announcing the parishes' decision."There's also
the promise of a new day. A burden
is being lifted. There are new possibilities breaking through."
Virginia Bishop Peter Lee, a cen-

trist, had won praise even from his
critics for his extensive outreach to
all sides in the conflict. He said Sunday that the votes -had compromised
these discussions and have created
Nigerian congregations occupying
Episcopal churches."
Four other small Virginia parishes
have also left, six more voted to
break away Sunday and two more
will decide soon whether to follow
suit, according to parish leaders.
None is as eminent as Truro and
Falls Church, however. The parishes

together claim more than 4,(XX) members, with roots they trace back to
Colonial times.
A lengthy and expensive legal fight
could erupt over the Truro and Falls
Church properties, which are worth
millions of dollars.
"We fully intend to assert the
church's canonical and legal rights over
these properties," Lee said in a news
release, calling it a "sad day for the
church.- Losing all the conservative
churches could cost the Virginia diocese around 10 percent of its 90,000

members.
The Episcopal Church, the U.S.
wing of the global Anglican Communion, has been under pressure from
traditionalists at home and abroad
since the 2003 consecration of the
first openly gay bishop, V. Gene
Robinson of New Hampshire.
Under Anglican tradition, Akinola's move into Episcopal territory
amounts to an invasion, since archbishops agree not to start churches
outside the borders of their own
region.

Kwon wins
Cook Island
Survivor
By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — His
former competitors awarded Yul
Kwon, the "godfather" of the
CBS game "Survivor: Cook
Islands," with the $1 million
top prize Sunday in a classic
finale that pitted brains vs.
brawn.
Kwon, a management consultant who was the soft-spoken strategic whiz in the 13th
edition of the game, bested
Oscar "Ozzy" Lusth, the effortless athlete who dominated
physical challenges as the game
neared its end.
With the money on the line,
it was a 5-4 vote.
"It's the first time I've ever
felt bad that somebody didn't
win," host Jeff Probst said. "It
was so evenly matched."
Kwon, a 31-year-old management consultant who lives
in San Mateo, Calif., was the
brain with degrees from Stanford University and Yale Law
School. He controlled the strategic aspect of the game, particularly after he found a hidden piece of jewelry that guaranteed him one-time immunity from being voted off the
island.
"The key to winning the
game is maximizing the good
luck and minimizing the bad
luck.- he said later._
Lusth. who has two years
•
of Santa Barbara City College
on his resume and works as a
waiter near the surf in Venice,
Calif., mastered the tropical
game's challenges. He won two
very different ones on the
show's final two-hour telecast
Sunday: winning a race to complete a complex puzzle, and
showing his endurance by standing on a tiny platform for two
and a half hours.
For the first time, "Survivor" brought a third contestant into the final vote, but 28year-old Rebekah "Becky" Lee
was a non-factor.
For a game that began in
racial controversy, it turned into
a showcase for the nation's
diversity, according to Kwon.
"Survivor" producers were
criticized for segregating four,
four-person teams along ethnic lines at the game's start:
white, black, Hispanic and
Asian American.
The game's final four contestants included a black
woman, Mexican-born man and
two Asian-Americans. The
fotirth was Sundra Oakley, a
31-year-old actress from Los
Angeles.
Those four people made up
the game's Aitu tribe, which
at one point competed against
the eight-member Raro tribe.
Methodically, that core group
of four voted all eight of the
others out of the game, the
final one Sunday being Adam
Gentry, 28, a copying machine
salesman who lives in San
Diego.
Lee hoped to gamer votes
by convincing her former tribe
members that she had mastered the social aspect of the
game, in order to survive so
long.
They weren't buying it, particularly after Lee and Oakley
had to compete in a tie-breaking contest that required them
to build and sustain a fire.
After an hour failing with a flint,
Probst gave them matches. Lee
won because Oakley ran out
of matches.
"After 35 days out here,
you should both know how to
make fire," Probst scolded.
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